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PREFACE

This incomplete bibliography is an attempt to compile
the recent periodical literature concerning alternatives
in education. This first step in the Analysis and Docu-
mentation of Teacher Corps Inservice Education was coordi-
nated by Dr. Kenneth Howey under the direction of
Dr. Randall E. Johnson, Director, Minneapolis Public
Schools/University of Minnesota Teacher Corps, Cycle 10.
Hopefully, this effort will allow the reader to identify
the available literature prior to eilgaging in an indepth

search.
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ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS 1

Allen, Dwight W., "A Baker's Dozen Educational Alternatives." Phi Delta

KaRpan, 57 (Sept. 1975), 33-36.

Allen, former dean of the University of Massachusetts School of

Education, offers thirteen alternatives ranging from reserving one day

a week for students to participate in some type of community service,

to developing an opportunity for degree credits to be earned by profes-

sional faculty and administrators who work together in planning and imple-

menting changes in their school's inservice program.

Allen encourages each school district to develop its own types of

alternatives, with the cooperation of students, parents, teachers and

administrators. Alternatives can be easily implemented, he says, if they

do not require additional money; if participation is voluntary; and if they

"span the whole range of learning styles, teaching styles, and structures."

Allen, Dwight W., "Alternative Schools and the Crisis of Education in

Developed Countries." Prospects, 5 (no. 2, 1975), 187-92.

Writing in the UNESCO quarterly review of education, Allen describes

the alternative school movement in the United States. Education has lost its

p&tential for change, and its decision-makers are ineffective. Alternative

schools can be an opportunity for educational deChion-makers "to analyse

on a comparative basis the effectiveness of a variety of educational pro-

grammes." Based on thP principles of voluntary participation, and finan-

cial support from the school district, alternatives allow self-determination

and freedom of choice. Most importantly, Allen suggests, alternative

schools "provide society with an opportunity to explore new ways of

transmitting . . . attitudes and values which will maximize human sur-

vival." The introduction to the article points out that alternative

schools have implications for the educational systems of developing

countries which look to other systems for models.

Broudy,.Harry, S., "Educational Alternatives -- Why Not? Why Not." Phi

Delta Kappan, 54 (March 1973), 438-40.

Broudy, professor of educational philosophy at the University of

Illinois, raises some important questions about alternatives in educa

tion: Do alternatives promote freedom, creativity and better choices?

Do they provide for differences? Can we distinguish between good and

bad alternatives? He stresses the importance of achieving occupational,

civic and personal adequacy and feels that alternatives are good if they

allow students freedom to develop these adequacies and meet the demands

of the culture. Alternatives provide better choices only when decisions

are made by taking the relative merits of alternatives.into account.

Broudy believes that schools presently provide for individual differences,

that not all types of individual differences require differentiated

approaches to education, and that creative diversity can exist inside

(and outside) of the public school only when the role of the school in

society is clarified and accepted by all the members of society.
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2

Johnson, Lary, "Parents' Preferences for Educational Alternatives." The

ElemeItary School Journal, 76 (Dec. 1975), 161-9.

Lary Johnson discusses the results of a survey give;) to parents of ele-

mentary school children in "an administratively decentralized area in the

Minneapolis public school system." The 26-question survey was designed

by a committee of parents and teachers to discover parents' preferences

for educational alternatives. Each item on the survey involved one dimen-

sion of alternative programs (competition; student/parent participation in

curriculum development; evaluation) dnd the three or four response choices

for each question "represented a continuum of possibilities." A sample of

the survey and the percentages of responses are included in the article,

as well as johnson's conclusions about parent preferences, and suggestions

for application of the survey results in staff development and in planning

schools.

Johnston, David L. and Parker, Jackson V., "Walden III: an Alternative

High School Survives Evaluation Quite Nicely, Thank You." Phi Delta Kappan,

56 (May 1975), 624-8.

The authors,co-directors of Walden III, an alternative high school

in Racine, Wisconsin, believe that the results of standard evaluation

tests given to a group of Walden III students during the 1972-73 school

year disprove the common assumption that alternative schools sacrifice

academic achievement in favor of affective skills. Using standard tests

that were prncessed by the school district's research and development

staff, academic achievement, learning ability and attitude-affective out-

comes were found to be comparable or superior to the results from other

high schools in the district. The authors provide their explanations for

these results, as well as a backgroOnd of Walden III -- its development,

objectives and student composition. They also stress the importance of

collaboration between administrators and the developers of an alternative

prograro in the determining of appropriate types of evaluation for that

alternative.

Lee, Will1am Bradley, "Fresh Perspectives from Western Europe." Phi Delta

Kappan, 5? (January 1976), 306-9.

This article discusses some current "happenings" in European education

which the author feels are relatively unknown in this country and about

which he has firsthand knowledge. The Schullandheim (literally, "school-
country-home") is an outdoor education program to which all German school
children are exposed at least once. The program involves an interdiscip-
linary approach with emphasis on traditional school skills as well as

social learning. Thc French School of Happiness is an attempt to counter-
act the austerity of the typical French elementary school with a flexible

facility designed to appeal to children. In both Denmark and the Netherlands
parents are allowed to establish the Kind of schools they want for their

children and have them financed by the state. "European Hours" represents
an attempt tc ..reate citizens of a united Europe who retain national identity.

The "Tandem Concept" is a way to approach the troubled child by coordinating

the many agencies that deal with him. The Frunet movement deals with the

possibility of teacher/student developed materials. All of these are

fresh, interesting ideas which provide some insights for American education.

9



3

Miller, Susan, and Jenness Keene, "Alternative Schools: Ten Reasons Why
They Aren't for Everyone." Nation's Schools, 91 (June 1973), 39-41.

An evaluation study of the advantages and disadvantages of alternative
programs at three Palo Alto high schools identified ten weaknesses of
alternatives, but determined that the advantages "far outweigh" the
disadvantages. Some of these weaknesses are: difficulty in evaluating
student progress; competition with regular schools for funding; many
teachers and students lack skills for functioning in alternative pro-
grams; and alternatives have not been proven as the answer to many
long-standing educational problems.

Shaw, Jane S., "The New Conservative Alternative." Nation's Schools and
Colleges, 2 (Feb. 1975), 31-4, 39.

John Marshall Fundamental School in Pasadena, California, is an
alternative school with emphasis on traditional subjects, discipline,
competition and achievement. Enrollment is voluntary; the curriculum
is based on "the essentials (phonics, grammar, arithmetic and social
studies) and is backed up by strict disr:ipline (paddling, detention, dress
code and moral standards). Results of test scores compared favorably with
district median scores. The history of the school's development is dis-
cussed, along with the composition of the student body and the community.
Examples are given of other strictly traditional Schools (in North Carolina,
Colorado and California) and school districts which offer programs with
elements of the fundamental approach (in Seattle, Minneapolis and Chicago),

Wasserman, Elsa R., "Implementing Kohlberg's "Just Community Concept" in
an Alternative High School." Social Education, 40 (April 1976), 203-7.

Wasserman, school counselor in Cambridge, Massachusetts, describes
the development of an alternative program within Cambridge High School,
based on Lawrence Kohlberg's research on participatory democracy. In

settings such as small group meetings, advisory groups, a democracy class,
discipline committees, and community meetings, the program tries to "stimu-

. late moral growth" through moral conflict and reasoning, role-taking,
consideration of fairness and morality, and active participation in group
decision-making. Wasserman provides an example of participatory democracy
at work in a debate over admission practices involving the entire "community"
of students and staff within the program.

10



COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 4

Burton, Grace M., "Consciousness-Raising for Young Consumers." Children

Today, 4 (Nov. - Dec. 1975), 18-22.

Burton, of Weber College, Ogden, Utah, stresses the need for developing

attitudes toward the role of consumers at an early age. Methods and
activities are suggested for developing knowledge about and skills in,
comparison shopping, unit-pricing, judging quality, measurements, consumer
agencies, misleading advertizing, and making infonmed choices. Consumer
consciousness should be highly valued by the individual and by society.

Ginsburg, G., "Partnership in Program for the Gifted; Parent/Community
Resources." NASSP Bulletin, 60 (March 1976), 38-42.

This article discusses a New Jersey program called Saturday Workshops
which is sponsored by the Gifted Child Society, a parent organization.
They do not duplicate any existing curriculum of the schools. They bring
kids with like talents and needs.together. Teacher goals include develop-
ment of higher levels of thinking, increased awareness of a broader world,
and leadership development. Student government is very active in this pro-
gram. Finances involve membership and tuition but are no problem. Scholar-
ships arearailable. Teaching staff selection is viewed as critical and
may draw upon the community.

Parent discussion groups are held concurrent with class time and
center around common interests as parents of gifted. Their ultimate goal
is to turn these workshops over to the public schools when they can handle
it. They are actively involved in informing the community, school boards
and legislature of their activities and the needs of the gifted in the
schools.

James, Tom, "Putting the Public Back in Public Education." Compact,

9 (October 1975), 11-13.

James, associate director of the Education Commission of the States,
discusses the question, "Who should control the schools?" He describes

various attempts to reform education by citizen groups: P taxpayer revolt
in Maine; community advisory councils in South Carolina; community partici-
pation in teachers' salary bargaining in Chicago; and a nation-wide "Parent
Network" called the National Committee for Citizens in Education. James

considers the impact of these citizen groups upon the traditional role
of the PTA. He also writes about the 1973 Florida state law which requires
local parent advisory committees for each public school to be planned
and implemented by the school board, and suggests some possible future
directions of citizen participation in education.



5

McWilliams, E.M., "Programs for the Suburban Gifted." NASSP Bulletin,

60 (March 1976), 53-59.

Article was written with high school in mind. Changing trends in

the make up of the suburbs such as the movement of many industries and

research facilities to these areas provide rich potential for the gifted

as well as community colleges which are locating in the suburbs. Community

resources were used in programs such as the following:

1. Science seminars such as Marine Biology, Lasers and Their
Applications, Nuclear Physics, and Pigment Dispersion.

2. Humanities Program based on human awareness; field trip oriented.

Special courses using real strengths and interests of teachers;

example, archeology taught by a teacher with background of study and

expeditions. Key point in program; use available resources.

12



COUNSELING 6

Menacker, J., "Toward a Theory of Activist Guidance." Personnal and

Guidance Journal, 54 (Feb. 1976), 318-21.

Menacker contends that there is a fundamental conflict between
general guidance theory and activist guidance theory. General theory

places the counselor in what is a reflective, verbal role, in which
client activity is the key to beneficial change. Activist guidance

practice has the opposite emphasis. It is the counselor who is active,
who is doing, who is actively engaged with and even without the client

in eliminating obstacles and developing new, more favorable opOortunities

and conditions. The client is also encouraged to be active, but the
counselor's activities on behalf of the client are as important as'
the stimulus the counselor provides for client-initiated activities.

1 3



CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 7

Beilby, Albert E., "Instructional Development in the Public Schools - Whose

Job?" Educational Technology, 14 (Jan. 1975), 11-16.

Beilby, of Syracuse University, feels that teachers could be more

effective and less expensive than educational tecnnolr, 3 process

of instructional development (a systems-approach f Led

learning, utilization of resources and evaluation i. Icesses).

Classroom teachers could acquire instructional de ,nt ills by

working with an educational technologist to improve courses;

through inservice training in Instructional-Development Institutes; and

as part of the preservice curriculum.

Brown, Frank, "Three Slants on Parents and Curriculum." Integrated Educa-

tion, 13 (Sept. - Oct. 1975), 30-33.

In order to determine the acceptability to blacks of improving curricula

and parent involvement in education as alternatives to racial integration,

a survey was given to students, parents and teachers in a "large northern

urban school district." Based on the results of the survey, Brown, of the
University of New York at Buffalo, suggests that school boards should
set up programs for black students and parents to show the importance

of parental involvement. He also questions the teacher's role in influencing
the attitudes of black students and parents.

Dupuis, Victor L., "Shake Up the Curriculum; Mini-Course Preparation."
NASSP Bulletin, 59 (Sept. 1975), 83-7.

The author indicates at least four majoc- reasons why schools should
adapt Mini-Courses to their curriculum: 1) relevance to curriculum,
2) flexibility in programming, 3) increased use of teacher expertise
and 4) provisions for individual differences. Dupuis argues that any
change in curriculum needs purpose, direction, and statements of internal

outcomes. Mini-Courses necessitate the re-examination of a school's

philosophy. The article goes on to indicate avenues of Mini-Course

development: objectives, outlines, materials and methods of evaluation.

Folta, B., "Seven Ways to Involve Students in Curriculum Planning." English

Journal, 63 (April 1974), 42-5.

Folta deals with the primary question: "Why involve students in

planning curriculum?" The article identifies seven ways to involve students

in curriculum planning giving a brief description of each. Students would

be,involved as: 1) motivators for curriculum change, 2) respondents to
opinions, 3) evaluators of strains of courses, 4) evaluators of specific

courses, 5) course designers, 6) team writers of course descriptions, and

7) reviewers of texts and materials. The author concludes by indicating

that if we are to develop meaningful curriculum, students and teachers

must feel that they are setting boundaries in which learning will take

place. 14
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Guenther, John and Robert Ridgeway, "Mini-Courses: One Way to Provide
More Humanistic School Programs." NASSP Bulletin, 60 (April 1976),
12-15.

"Mini-courses may be one of those innovations that have big poten-
tial for helping schools meet their goals of humanistic programs yet are
too simple to be noticed by educators." The authors cite responses from
principals who indicate that mini-courses do the following: provide more
options and flexibility, provide better use of staff, :'jr,ili 4ndividu-
alized instruction, revitalize student interest in language dr,, and
social studies, add depth and breadth to the curriculum, aiH the failing
student and lessen pupil-teacher conflicts.

Milburn, Dennis, "Change: The Teacher and the Curriculum." Education
Canada, 13 (June 1973), 14-18.

Milburn feels that little real change can take place unless the
teachers implementing it are personally inyolved. Change causes teachers
to re-examine philosophy and teaching strategies. For change to be
successful, teachers must have sufficient time for change, and must
understand the why's of the change. Milburn discusses the above points
in terms of terminology, teacher role, and curriculum.

Milne, B.G., "Programs for the Gifted in Rural Areas; What is the Best
Approach?" NASSP Bulletin, 60 (March 1976), 60-66.

"Administrators of schools in rural areas may only have a few gifted
students and a lack of specialists on their staffs, but they should use
their small size to advantage by programming for individuals." Milne
contends that the most educationally deprived youth in American schools
are gifted students in the rural community. This problem results from:
1) programs of study which are the same for all students regardless of
ability; 2) poor ability identification system; and 3) lack of proviions
for special programs. The author goes on to identify what opportunities
and possible programs are available for schools in the rural areas.

Nasstrom, R. R., "Teacher Authority Over the Curriculum?" Educational
Leadership, 31 (May 1974), 713-15.

Nasstrom contends that the heart of professionalism is the right
of members of an occupation, both individually and through their organi-
zations, to have substantial control over the work in which they have
received special training. The voices of teachers, in curriculum matters,
has been muffled by activities of groups outside the areas of public
schools.

The author discusses the problems involved in the sharing of authority
and presents an alternative position viewing teachers in the role of curr
iculum consultants.

15
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Proctor, John H., and Kathryn Smith, "IGE and Open Education: Are They
Compatible?" Phi Delta Kappan, 55 (April 1974), 564-6.

Oliver Ellsworth Elementary School (Windsor, Connecticut), an open
area, non-graded program implemented in 1972, is described by Proctor,
supervising principal, and Smith, teacher and unit coordinator. The
school is organized into four multi-age units, each having a unit coordi-
nator and its own team of teachers. In developing a curriculum, the
belief in "active learning in a responsive environment" led to the adoption
of an Individually Guided Education program 1 has proven to be very
compatible with an open classroom system it characteristics
of IGE and open education are listed and iscuc . An organization
chart of the school is also included.

Roth, R., and others, "Individualizing Curriculum for Gifted Students."
NASSP Bulletin, 60 (April 1976), 115-7.

This report discusses a one year Junior High School social studies/
science program that seeks to develop a humanistic approach to science.
The main objective of the program is to improve each.students' skills
of intellect as defined by Guilford's Structure of the Intellect Theory,
and to give each student the chance to develop and display any of these
abilities and strengthen gifted areas at his command.

Roth, etc., analyze each students' capabilities according to the
Guilford Theory and diagnose intellectual strengths and weaknesses.
Students then select the assignments they wish - each activity is
designed to exercize a specific intellectual ability and is labeled
according to the ability required. A student then can capitalize on

his strengths.

Salmon, Daniel A., "A Proposal for the Universal High School." Clearing
House, 48 (March 1974), 387-93.

Salmon, principal of Hillcrest High School in Jamaica, New York,
proposes a universal high school to meet the needs of both college-
and vocational-oriented students. He believes that schools offering
flexible courses, career and college guidance services, and school and
community experiences best serve both types of students. Salmon details
the problems of implementing the universal high school, and-;,the course
of study; diploma requirements, personnel services and program designs
that he feels are appropriate and necessary. He discusses the charac-
teristics of Hillcrest High School which qualify it as a universal high
school meeting the needs of a variety of students.

16
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Wootton, Lutian R., and others, "Curriculum Content and Experiences: A

Comparative Survey." Educational Leadership, 31 (February 1974),

431-434.

Wootton, John Reynolds and Jerrell Lopp compare the results of a

1973 national survey of teacher education institutions with the results

of similar surveys taken in 1965 and 1969. Data from the 1973 survey

show a significant increase in curriculum offerings; greater attention

to aspects of curriculum (theory, trends, etc.); and increase in off-

campus courses, workshops and inservice training; membership by a greater

variety of educators; the use of medil and techniques in addition to

textbooks; and that lecturp-,1 'roi ons and seminars are the wost

comm approach to teachii, . 1. education institutioW;. The

authcws also discuss changes which were projected by the institutions

involved in the survey, and provide a list of fifteen emerging trends

influencing curriculum.

17



EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES 11

Abramowitz, Mildred W., "How To Start an Alternative School and Where
To Go From There." Educational Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 106-10.

The biography of a school-within-a-school program ("Camelot") at
Niles Junior High School, Bronx, New York, written by its principal.
The program's goals were better school attendance and building excite-
ment about school, and it was successful in exceeding these goals, to
the satisfaction of students, teachers, parents, the principal and the
superintendent. Abramowitz, now a professor in teacher education at
Brooklyn College, New York, provides six requirements for alternatives,
drawn from her own experience.

Ballantine, Harden, "Free Schools Threatened by Success?" Educational

Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 95-8.

According to Ballantine, assistant professor of Education at Wright

State University at Dayton, Ohio, the threat to "independent alternative

free schools" is the development of alternative public schools. Indepen-

dent free schools have been succeful because they are unrestricted by the

structure of educational profes-iipmes, administrators and bureaucrats
to which alternative public sct-J,_ls mist be accountable. Although he

feels that alternatives in publi scintiaIs arc worthwhile, he stresses
the significant role of the indendenz- free school and insists that its

"radical thrust" be allowed to cointinme_

Crowl, Thomas K., "Examination ant EMalmation of the. Conceptual Basis for
the Open Clas=yroom." Education (FaT1 1975), 54-6.

Crowl, of Richmond College ,:a7t-the City Univers-ity of New York, is
skeptical ofthe open olassroor.imiumement, citing the lack of cohesive-
ness in defining the concept as, 1:11r ind'fcation of its inevitable abandon-
ment. He does not condone the Lipt--actices and provaffs that the movement
is rejecting, but feels that th,e_ "'mactive innovation" involved in-the
process of rejection will occur 044in as, the conflict of definitions
becomes'more unacceptable. CrowT ,acknnwledges that certain usefL1 con-
cepts are present in the definiItzns oF open education, and offers some
guidelines for the development rF "appropriate levels of conceptu.Jization,"
which he feels will produce usef and useable concepts in educatton.

13
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Dunn, Rita, and Kenneth Dunn, "Learning Style as a Criterion for Place-
ment in Alternative Programs." Phi Delta Kappan, 56 (Dec. 1974), 275-
278.

Rita Dunn, associate professor at St. John's University, New York,
and Kenneth Dunn, superintendent of schools at Chapaqua, New York, sug-
gest that students be grouped for instruction by matching their learning
styles with the skills for learning required by various alternative pro-
grams. Learning styles are influenced by the physical environment, emo-
tional framework, sociological setting and the individual's physical being
and needs; the authors discuss each of these factors as they relate to
alternative and traditional programs. Included in the article are four
charts indicating the philosophies of open, traditional, alternative and
individualized classrooms, the skills required of the student and the
learning style characteristics necessary to fulfill these requirements.

Engel, Martin, "What Schooling Could Be Like: Analogies for Learning.

Elementary School Journal, 75 (October 1974), 16-27.

Engel, of the National Institute of Education, uses various analogies

to describe some alternatives for public schools. The idea that school
buildings could be more flexible and expendable is suggested by the anal-

ogy of the mobile home; the "nonresponsive and dysfunctional" system of

teacher education could be modeled after the teaching hospital complex

offering on-the-job training; teaching styles could become more like that

in a well-run art classroom which allows "the integration of process and

product;" and, to quote John Holt, "Schools should be like a publtc
library, movie theatre or art gallery - simply there for the purposes

that people want to use them."

Fantini, Mario D., "Alternative Educational Programs: Promise or Prob-

lems?" Educational Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 83-7.

Fantini describes briefly the varietx of connotations of the phrase
"alternative school movement." He maintains that middle class parents,
teachers and students must accept the idea of alternatives in education
if the movement is to bring about reforms. He calls for leadership by
professional educators to advance the options in public education which
will best promote "the noblest values of human growth," and lists seven
ground rules for the planning of educational alternatives.

19
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Fantini, Mario D., "Alternatives in the Public School." Today's Educa-

tion, 63 (September-October 1974), 63-6.

Fantini, Professor of Education at State University College, New

Paltz, New York, presents his plan for community development of alterna-

tives, which he calls Public Schools of Choice. He outlines six ground

rules that he feels are essential for students, teachers, parents and

administrators who are working together to develop options to meet the

needs of a variety of teaching and learning styles. He discusses his

continuum of alternatives (free, free-open, open, open-modified, modified-

standard, standard), and illustrates each type wtth conceptual and opera-

tional models. Fantini also provides a framework of seven alternative

styles that differ in classroom environment, teacher role, grading

system, community involvement and curriculum emphasis.

Fox, G. Thomas, Jr., "Classroom Management Makes Instructional Alterna-

tives Available." Educational Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 99-101.

Fox, of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, gives some ideas about

using classroom management procedures in developing instructional options

within specific classroom settings. These procedures include determining
the decision-makers; implementing a system of record-keeping, both of

the resources and the accessibility and nsers of the resources; making

planning sessions a part of the program 'tseif; developing a relationship

between evaluations and teacher activity; arid, most importantly, creating

an atmosphere that allows for spontaneity and the possibility of the

unexpected.

Furst, Lyndon G., "The Educational Fifth Column: An Expanded Role for
Teachers." Phi Delta Kappan, 57 (Sept. 1975), 8-11.

Calling for a new role for education in our society, Furst, of
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan, feels that schools
presently are not meeting the needs of students, and are isolating
them from the "real world" of parent: and work. He suggests that educa-
tion be required from ages 8-14, with opportunities far lifelong educa-
tion to be readily available in the schools,.in industry and in society,
itself. He believes that fewer years of formal schooTing will cause a
shortage of teachers, not a surplus, as they assume new roles in society,
business and industry thut are compatible Wfth their roles as teachers.

2 0
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Hutchins, Robert C., "School Options in Philadelphia: Their Present and
Future." Educational Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 88-91.

Hutchins, director of the Parkway alternative program in Philadel-
phia, describes the beginnings of the alternative movement and the estab-
lishment of the Philadelphia Office of Alternatives. Since 1972, the
office-has created 80 secondary and elementary alternative programs
patterned after various models. Hutchins provides a list of eight charac-
teristics of alternative programs, and seven goals of alter,tivr
tion. He feels that Philadelphia's system of alternatives is valuable

a zesting ground for new programs; as a means for determining the best
learrrmig or teachtng style for each student or teacher; and as an example
to other school diatricts-considering new educational programs.

Jones, Rolland W., "We Move Toward Options tT Schooling." Educational
Leadership, 32 (Nov. 1974), 92-4.

Jones, superintendent of the Charlotte-Mecklenburg schools in North
Carolina, sees alternattve schools not as a reform movement but as "a
natural evolution toward' more mature and responsible educational programs."
He outlines the development of two optional schools currently operating
in his district, an open elementary school and a "street academy" for
junior high school students, and points out:some of the reasons for their
SUCCESS.

Pink, William, "The Public School in the Sevemties: An Alternative Strat-
egy." Education, 95 (Spring 1975), 251-257.

Pink, of the University of Nebraska-Omaha, is concerned about the
"failure status" that is inherent to the competitive basis of organiza-
tion common to most of our schools. He believes that current alterna-
tives are superficial, and that meaningful change must direct itself toward
meaningful status development and active participation in politics and
decision-making by the adolescent. He presents six general criteria
which could be applied to any alternative program, offering several "path-
ways to success" and benefit for both teachers and students.

Shane, Harold G., "The Future as a Force in Educational Change." Phi Delta

Kappan, 57 (Sept. 1975), 13-15.

Shane, University Professor of Education at Indiana University, Bloom-

ington, mutlines a three-stage timetable for societal and educational change

in the mext twenty years. He predicts that schooling in the 1980's will
stress tioe development of 'Skills and talents, combined with openness and
flexibility in a "comfortable socio-emotional atmosphere." Curricula will

iriclude environmental science and resource depletion; an international
focus in the social studies; imithematics as a Means of precise communica-
tion; and language as an influence on human behavior. Shane believes

that teaching about reality, alternatives, chorces and consequences is
essential today in ovder to maim the crtiaT decisions of the future.
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Sparks, Dennis, "A Personal View of ALPHA." Educational Leadership,

32 (Nov. 1974), 120-3.

Sparks, a school counselor in Livonia, Michigan, writes of his

involvement in the planning and implementing of an altr native learning

program for high school students who were "experiencing :ruancy prob-
ms" lnd for those who were dissatisfied with the traditional high

chool. Dipiono credits were earned by volunteer work in the community,

job experience, regular high school classes, independent study and the

ALPHA workshop. Sparks feels that the workshop was the core of tne

project and: the key to its success: a required two-hour discusston

session dEily with students, teachers and counselors, which clartfies

goals and values, solves group problems, and provides a meaningfia and

satisfytno experience for all involVed in the program.

Tyler, Ralph W., "Reconstructing the Total Educational Environment." Phi

Delta Kaman, 57 (Sept. 1975), 12-13.

T4E-future role of education depends upon the changing conditions

of Amertzan society. Demands for quality education of minority and disad-

vantage= children, the reduction of work opportunities for youth caused

by womerientering the work force, and the increasingly important role of

televist:In as family and religious ties weaken are examples of these

trends tn society. Tyler, chairman of the National Commission on Resources

for Youth, calls for schools to work with other community organizations

in creating a total educational environment which stresses character devel-

opment, problem solving, ethical values and the transition to adulthood.

Valuk, Robert M., "Educational Alternatives, P. T. A. Style." Phi Delta

Kappan, 57 (Jar. 1976), 331-2.

This article deals with a very ambitious after-school elective pro-

gram funded and operated by the P. T. A. in Orange, Connecticut. Classes

are taught by regular teachers, parents, college students, etc., all

classified and paid as "school helpers" under the direction of the building

principal.

Van Til, William, "Reform of the High School in the Mid-1970's." Phi

Delta Kappan, 56 (March 1975), 493-4.

Van-ril, Coffman Distinguished Professor of Education at Indiana

State University, traces the major reform movements in American educa-

tiOn-and describes the current focus: reforming the high school. He

reports on some of the significant publlcations on this topic, shows

their general criticisms and proposals and makes comparisons and con-
trasts with earlier and current trends. For example, in contrast with

the descnooling movement, some high school reformers suggest only a

partial Adeschooling by providing alternatives, remucing the length of

the school day, and lowering the school leaving aue to 14. Van Til

feels it is possible that our present social setting could prove to be

the grezdest barrier to high school reform. 22



EDUCATIONAL TRENDS 16

Fantini, Mario D., "From School _ Fmrcational Syster Delta

Kappan, 57 (Sept. 1975), 10-12.

"America is entering an Age of Education. Education will become

the dominant coordinating force for society, occupying the same position

that science and religion have in the past." Public schools, their func-

tion being the screening of individuals for their future success (or

failure) in society, will be converted into public education, which will

have as its goals "personal psycho-social growth" and the development of

skills to perform societal roles such as parent, political participant,

and consumer. Fantini feels that we are presently in the first stage

of reform, as evidenced by the growing popularity of alternatives in

education, the concern for "lifelong learning" and the emphasis upon
student and parent rights in education. The second stage will be the

further linking of the schools and educational resources in the commun- e

ity.

"Forecasting the Future of Education." Intellect, 102 (Jan. 1974), 210-

211.

A summary of discussions that took place between futurists and edu-

cators during a one-day seminar sponsored by the Association for Super-

vision and Curriculum Development. Alvin Toffler called our present edu-

cational system "obsolete" and suggested that schools should provide

"action learning" experiences such as apprenticeship programs and stu-

dent involvement in educational decision-making, the community and the

political system. Also present to discuss "the inevitabilities of the

future" (social, scientific and educational) were, among others: Elise

Boulding of the Institute of Behavioral Science at the University of

Colorado, who fears that membership in peer groups makes it "impossible...

for an adolescent to participate in society as a person, only as a teen-

ager;" Arthur Harkins of the University of Minnesota, who sees schools

as a place for "information transference;" and Michael Marien of the

World Institute in New York who feels that schools are becoming less im-

portant to the individual because of the "hidden curriculum."
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Miller, Bernard S., "Brief Trip to the Schools of the Eighties." North
Central Association Quarterly, 49 (Spring 1975), 357-64.

Miller, Professor of Education at the City University of New York,
looks back at changes in education during the past few decades and sets
sore goals to work-toward before and during the 1980's. Noting that
past changes (e.g. integration, student rights, driver education, exposure
of sexual biases) 'nye not come from educators, but as a result of students,
parents, business, women's groups, civil rights groups and the courts,
Miller maintains thdt future innovations must also involve these groups.
In the near future_he hopes for totally interdisciplinary curricula, open
communication between teachers and parents, development of student individ-
uality, and awarenEss of the individuality of others, and cooperation
between administrators, teachers and students.

Mishler, Glenn W., "Visions for Education... Now." School and Community..,
60 (May 1974), 10.

A reply to Johm Morris' "Visions of Education in 2000 A. D." Mishler,
an industrial arts teacher at Miller High School (Missouri), argues that
the changes that will take place by the year 2000 will be no more drastic
than those that have occurred in the past century. He believes that more
time should be spent dealing with ts.le problems of education today (parental
apathy; reading inadequacies, etc.) and hopes that the development of
individuality will become a priority in education.

Morris, John, "Visions of Education in 2000 A. D." School and Community.,
60 (Jan. 1974), 6, 24-5.

Aspects of the future that will influence education are predicted
by Morris, principal of Sorrento Springs School (Missouri): public
education will be the means for retraining adults for new job skills;
business and industry will depend on and support the schools; schools
will become commuritty centers; curriculum emphasis will be placed upon
human dignity and values; and listening skills will replace reading
skills in communication.

Ogburn, William F., "Future Trends in Education." Elementary School
Journal, 75th anniversary issue (1975), 94-101.

A reprint of the text of Ogburn's speech at the University of Chi-
cago on July 12, 1933, in which he looked ahead to changing trends in
the educational institution. Ogburn, a sociologist, believed that most
of these changes wouid be influenced by outside forces. He predicted a
decrease in the numbr of elementary school students and teachers, and
an increase in the nmmber of college students, causing a job shortage.
He saw the school's as becoming a major factor in personality development,
and emphasized the inportance of l'adio, movies and television as new
learning experiences_ Ogburn also warned against the dangers of govern-
ment control of school curricula, censorship and propaganda.
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Wilson, Vencil W., "Tomorrow's Schools." School and Community, 60

(Feb. 1974), 44.

Wilson, assistant superintendent of the Poplar Bluffs Public
Schools, maintains that education should be a lifelong process, with
its goal being the development of "complete human beings." To achieve
this, he calls for public education to begin at age three or four; flexible

subjects and curricula; alternative sites of learning; greater emphasis
on student responsibility; and making the role of the teacher that of a

resource consultant.

25



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 19

Bowman, J. S., "Tackling the Environmental Elephant: Teaching Environ-
mental Politics." Social Studies, 67 (March 1976), 57-9.

Tackling the ecological-elephant: teaching environmental politics.
J. S. Bowman, advocates social studies education in ecological politics.
This would necessitate making students aware of the environmental crisis,
teaching them about political decision-making, and educating them in the
techniques of reforming the policy-making process.

Donaldson, G. W., "Characteristics of Successful Eco-Education Projects."
Journal of Physical Education and Recreation, 47 (April 1976), 56-7.

Donaldson outlines ten characteristics of successful environmental
education programs. These include having access or awning the land, sharing
the experiences of other successful programs, program directors, involv-
ing and educating staff, community, and using precise means of evaluating
outcomes.

Eriksen, A., "Learning About the Built Environment: Physical Environment."
National Elementary Principal, 55 (March 76), 36-41.

The built environment is the man-made environment, including houses,
streets, parks, transportation systems, etc. Like Bowman, Erikson advo-
cates an action or reform model in influencing future built environmental
decisions.

Porkewitz, T. S., "Myths of Social Science in Curriculum." Educational
Forum, 40 (March 1976), 317-28.

Popkewitz analyses the notion of inquiry in the social sciences and
concludes that a critical perspective on the process is necessary because
it has social and political dimensions.

Schlemmer, Phil, "Zoo School: The Grand Rapids Environmental Studies
Program." Phi Delta Kappan, 57 (April 1976), 545-8.

The Grand Rapids, Michigan, Environmental Education program is a
good case study of the effective use of a community facility (zoo) and
how to integrate its potential into an EE program, as well as an open
system of education. The zoo school extends beyond the immediate commun-
ity environment to include technical assistance from the Indiana Univer-
sity Alternative School Program.
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MODELS 20

Shiman, David A., and Ann Lieberman, "A Non-Model for.School Change."
Educational Forum, 38 (May 1974), 441-5.

From 1966 to 1971, Shiman (University of Vermont) and Lieberman
(Columbia University ) took part in a study of the process of change in
eighteen schools in southern California, in which it was determined that
actions precede goals, and are often based on a simplistic model of the
school. Variables such as the culture and norms of teachers, the class-
room teacher's degree of isolation, the leadership style of the principal
and the values of the community are factors which must be considered before
changes are proposed. The authors call for conceptualizations of the
change process, and for principals and consultants who are familiar with
the process and can work with teachers in developing effective and relevant
changes for meeting the needs of children.
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MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS 21

Bernal, E. M., Jr., "Gifted Programs for the Culturally Different."

NASSP Bulletin, 60 (March 1976), 67-76.

Bernal emphasized the need to maintain cultural pluralism. It was

suggested that 1) curricular modifications be made using different cul-

tural values, 2) accomodate individual learning styles, 3) use tutoring

where a bilingual minority child could teach a white student, and 4) the

establishment of a learning environment that fosters both academic learning

and the expression of self and cultural differences. The.program must be

built on the strengths of the culturally different gifted learners.

Broudy, Harry S., "Cultural Pluralism: New Wine in Old Bottles." Educa-

tion Digest, 41 (March 1976), 26-8.

The new cultural pluralism differs from the old - the immigrant
groups who had chosen to come to this country - because it is not invoked

to liberate or raise the consciousness of ethnic minorities. It also

does not always share the traditional ideal of a common culture. Rather,

each group makes determination for itself and expects the public schools

to facilitate those determinations. In the name of cultural pluralism,
there is a tendency to discard the traditional discipline and modes of
inquiry - a real disservice to the very groups which are trying to find

their own identity. The old kind of cultural pluralism is still needed,
where the ideal is unity in diversity.
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OPEN EDUCATION 22-

Cinder, R. and D. Purdom, "Four Dimensions of Openness in Classroom
Activities." Education Digest, 41 (March 1976), 41.

Discusses the "Four Dimensions of Openness in Classroom Activities."
It establishes a scale to be used as a tool of assessment and planning
for the desired degree of openness. The aspects of openness pinpointed
are openness of assignment, openness of management (teacher role),
openness of process (child's role), and openness of product.

The article is sensible. It provides a very easy and simple way
of assessing openness.

Drumm, George B., "The Center for Open Education: A Center Without Walls."
Educational Leadership, 33 (March 1976), 441-3.

The Center for Open Education of the University of Connecticut began in
1971 as a teacher center under the leadership of Vincent R. Rogers. In

order to expand the Center'smpact, its operations were decentralized in
1973, when Rogers and the staff decided to become on-site consultants in
elementary schools throughout Connecticut. Drumm, co-director of the Center,
describes four programs which have caused large-scale and sustained changes
in the schools involved: a center-school partnership for inservice
activities to be planned by all school personnel along with a Center con-
sultant; on-site college courses developed by school faculty; a regional
inservice program involving six towns cooperating in programs for recer-
tification, inservice credits or college credits; and the series of workshops
offered to teachers in the Greater Hartford Area.

Hopkins, Richard L., "Open Schools/Free Schools." School and Community,
60 (March 1974), 28.

Hopkins, of the University. of Maryland, outlines the differences
between the philosophies of open education and free education. Both
allow students freedom in deciding when and how they will learn; a major
difference is that, in open education, the teacher has control over what
is learned, while in free education it is the student who decides.
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Sloan, Fred A., "Open Education American Style." Peabody Journal of

Education, 51 (January 1974), 140-6.

Sloan, professor of education at Southern Illinois University, presents

a rationale for eight components of open education based on the assumption

that children learn "at different rates, in different ways, from different

activities and with different People." Team teaching, life-centered act-

ivities and discovery learning are examples of the components of open

education. A continuum, "Model for Educational Analysis," is included.

Sloan suggests that educators.Use the continuum for plotting a profile

of their educational program 1.n order to discover those parts of the pro-

gram which are compatible or incompatible with the needs or expectations.
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SOCIAL CHANGE 24

Howard, Mary, and Betty Franks, "Children are Natural Futurists."
Instructor, 83 (Aug. - Sept. 1973), 68.

chileT en possess that ir futurists:
ImaginaL-:on, curios7ty arr hT1i stic our.look. riternattNe futures, the
interrelatedness of-systrs, incl the inevitabil of chamge must be
stressed- in programE fo:-e0-.ing about the futre. Teachers must
create an atmosphere whi7h thlds the child's self-image, allows ti7 ugres-
sion of new ideas ane dellaps a belief in altarnative methods of.ilimg
every situation, in arde 1.T preserve and develop the child's nattriri
futuristic tendencies. S.,,w_astions are offered for activities dea1ir:1:
with the future.

Remer, Jane, "Networks, th:, Arts, and School :nange." National Elementary
Principal, 55 (January - FEDruary 1976), 42-4

Remer, program associate for the Arts in Education Program, New York
City, suggests that a comprehensive arts-in-education program is an excellent
means of improving the quality of education through interaction with artists
and interrelations between the arts and all other subjects. An effective
way of implementing such a program is within a network of schools, which
can increase the possibilities for meaningful educational experiences and
exchange of information, and provide a "legitimate power base" for attracting
public funds. Remer feels that a network of schools can be an important
force in educational change, by providing a model for grouping or pairing
of schools in order to plan joint programs, provide training workshops and
utilize school and community resources.

31



SCiM11-_

Willers, Jack C., "Value Bases ,(1,--r'I.,1,r"Itc.i1j111 Decisions." Peabody 6-!..!rnal
of !Education., 51 (October 1973) 75

Willers, professor of history -)sophy of education at George
Peabody College for Teachers, discusses- theories of society of Ph-711ip
Slater, Charles Reich and William r.-ass.,e-r-, which emphasize the ideals of
self-expression, individuality arr.,' ..00mertition. Willers contrasts the
value bases of behavioristic and incrirrf'7,7:7fic psychology/ in the range of
alternatives available in curriculu7---,.:-F6-ment. According to behavior-
ists, individuals have no inner r :lrect their own behavior;; control
of individuals is delegated to six, police, priests, therapists,
etc. Teacher and curriculum deve1-.):- put in the roles of controllers
of external stimuli and rewarders----7.- .Trteptanc:e of behaviors imposed
by society. Carl Rogers, represer- rthe humanistic approach, believes
that the individual who is able to nis/her own values in an environment
of respect and freedom will choose cics which promote his/her own survi val
and development and the survival ar .crtelopment of others. Teachers and
curriculum developers are given the of providing experiences and
environments which promote the rea]-1--tm of self-worth as the basis for
free choice of individual values.

Wynne, Edward, "Teaching About Cooper=Z:on and Competition." Educational
Forum, 40 (March 1976), 279-88.

Recognizing that grade-based uorr,1.1,tLiff'on is often unrewarding and
meaningTess to the student, Wynne, :as3ortate:profesmor of education at the
University of Illinois, suggests that :---,-tnr-ators should be more concerned
with developing "reward structures ivth evaTuating student output.
In an experiment on grading by studeitt iuiittees frn an undergraduate college
class, Wynne observed that students 1...anvskills in :cooperative planning and
in giving help to, and seeking help -T-011, other students. He notes the
contradictory roles of competition ano cooperation in society; and calls
for in-school changes to lessen teacher and student specialization in school
and increase student interactirn through tutoring, school organizations and
community services.
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TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Best, John K., "A Means cff Measuring Teacaer Participation in Decisior-
Making." Clearing House, 49 (Sept. 1975) , 26-7.

As part of a study connecting decision-making and teacher morale,.

Best, secondary school principal at Margeretville, New York, devised a
simple testsfor discovering teacher particioatiom in areas of decision-
making that are preferred by the teachers themselves. Teachers are givw- a

list of decisional situations (such as faculty hiring, salaries, budget_
etc.), and asked to indtcate the activities they are involved in, and
whether they want to be involved in each. From this information, the
frequency of teacher participation in decision-making can be determined-,
and administrators can evaluate teacher preferemces in terms of their amr
expectations about teacher involvement in decisional situations.

Stanton, H. E., "Teacher Education and the "Good Teacher." " Education&
Forum, 38 (Nov. 1973), 25-30.

Research results clearly show that there exists no essential relation-
ship between teacher effectiveness and any single overall pattern of teacher
conduct. Stanton discusses implications of this for teacher educa-
tion. He demonstrates the weakness in comRetency-based teacher educa-
tion which trains teachers as technicians, and gives two examples of
university teacher education programs addressed to personality fac-
tors. He presents the problems of implementation of such programs and
cites the thinking of Ryan and Rogers which supports such programs.



TEACER EDUCATION 27

Brimm, J. and D. J. T., lett, "Hem do Teachers about 171.-s-,:rvice Educa-

tion?" Educational Laadershp, 31 ((March 1;74) S21-5.

Thls study sought -- ide-It7ly the types of n:servic cition currently

practiced throughout ien sand to -6,1zxertair teachers' tictitudes toward

inservice programs. The /..uthr --s. found that teac-le-s desire ndividuaThzed
inservice education, wis7 "to --ezain some group inservica, wamt to be in-

volved in the development:and evaluation of inserviice programs, and want

inservice to help them =race their classroom performance.

Corrigan,_Dean C., "The Future: Implications for the Preparation of

Educational Personnel." Journal of Teacher Education, 25 (Summer 1974),

100-7.

The rapid rate of chanoes in technology and human interaction will
necessitate changes in learning requirements. To meet these requirements,
Corrigan, dean of the College of Education at the University of Vermont,
outlines ten types of "teaching speciialties" that form teaching teams of

specialists. Teacher education in the future must emphasize "the value of
the personalization of imstructim ano learning." Corritan suggests a method
method for reforming s&ools anc colleges, and stresses the need for
redefining.ed=ational -eadershtp.

Fuller, Frand's F., "A Conceptual Framework for a Persomalized Teacher

Education Program." Theory Into Practice, 13 (June 1975), 112-122.

Conceptual framwork articulates the components or steps of goal-
setting and implementation procedures tailored to indivimal learner's
need. Assessing concerns, assessment,.interpretation, feedback, confron-
tation and negotiation are discussed. Teachers will chanw their behavior
in a predictable manner.

Hoffman, Jonathan, "Achntrlistrator's Role Opening up tie.. Classroom."

School Management, 17, (April 1973), la, TG-le.

Huffman reports an-interview witt :71sorge astafson off Califormia
which addressed the teacher-surplus, devellopmemt of qualifdy teacher
education programs, the rol,e of higher edycatinon. -tenure, and other

topics. Gustafson feels that higher education mst take on more res-
ponsibility for inservice training of teadhers.
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Houmes, Gary, -PevitE. irin7 inservice Traininc fur Changes." Educational
Technology, 1 (Dec. 977)

Mr. Houme- emphesizeF tne importance of t- success of inservice training
in orzer to e- 'ect cmange teachers' behavic Success hinges upon whether
or nc-:: trainincj and tt:: cirectiion is cooperati y owned or not. A checklist
for Vanning is proviidqi w-chwill help ensursE success. Mutual owner-
ship includes -) circulammr of important liter...mure, 2) establishment of
a formal teacher-admi-r= -.star core Troup, 3) 4rocess through which non-
core nembers me= be "FTER.'" and 4) encouragemernt of informal discussion of
topic.

Joyce, Bruce D., "Lear-ima Ctrategy for LearnT7g Cenzers." Educational
Leadership, 32 (March 'g75),,

The major emphasts of the article dealt teth the four families of
learning theories. They, are social interaction, informational
processing, the tndividual person, and behavior-modification, these
families defined, discussed_and applied to the psychology of the student.
The article never distmsed learning centers frnm a practical standpoint.
As to how they work ant faciiiitate learning, or how they work in the
classroom, thr-I article is silent.

Judd, Charles H., Tratning e'Teachers for a Progressive Educational Pro-
Program." Elementar School Journal, 75th anniversary issue (1975),

78-85.

Judd outlineE-most of the s-ns procaive educators claim that
traditional teacheYrs have been Li:wait-Ling- tm years. Says logic and
common sense has atiere into the curstruznam of traditional teaching
-eechniques. emeamples.

Orlich, DonE rrd =hers, "Where7)oElementary School Leaders

Learn About Currtt_14,2" Phi Delta Kennon, 51 (April 1976), 552.

Results of a 1.---'isurvey Q-iven =_3(01 elementary school principals

snow that:publishers-7are-considered E.,14 "best-source" for information
about instructional tnaterials; conferentes.. workshops , curriculum coor-

tinators and preessicmaill literaturewerei also identified as sources.
A monograph is avallablee on further results of the study.



29

Price, ilillianT 0., Jr., and Michael G. Pasternak. dITternative Teachers:
"I'll Take All You Can Send Me!" " Educational Leadership, 32
(Nov. T974), 702-4.

Pr.':ce (Murray State Uriverstty, Murray, en:ucky) 3nd Pasternak
(University of North Carolzna - Charlotte) wr.te that tme teacner urp1us
allows sthool admdnistrators to choose the t'es-_ zea[onews to suit the
diverse educational environments in the commwriit-. IMF_ authors beZlieve
that alternative teacher education must incluje tra±thiig not only for
functioning in the alternative classroom, but tha skills far creating
them. A survey of school superintendents shows that most of the admini-
strators want and need alternatives within their schools, and would hire
teachers who tould functicm in an create alternative- learning enOron-
ments. The authors offer 9ve recommendations far teachers who are com-
pleting alternative teacher:education programs, amO for school adminis-
trators who aTe looking for teachers with th,e desf.red skills,

Roeder, Harotd H. and others, "What Johnny Knows Mat Teacher Iducators
Don't." Journal of Research and Development in 5Lucation, 7 (Fall 197.:),

3-10.

"What Johnny Knows" is that a serious gap ext.= between what teachers
need to know about teaching reading, and.wha-c teacIrt-T education institutions
are teaching about reading. 1A survey of RF-75 co:leges and universities
shovn that 89% of the elemen:tary cl6rr-icul4 -equired at least ome course rn
teaching reading, but that -the hajority of secondary curricula did
not require such a course. Results of the _arhey are summarized in a table,
"Specific methods and requirements for clas v,6M1 teachers." The authors
believe :hat major changes are taking placE Lk1.5 evidenced by recent legit--

lation in some states requiring reading metnntrs and teaching readhng cou.sses,
and stress the importance of acqui-inc\:hf7-'s lm Teaching realeng.
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TEACHER ROLE 30

Palmer, R. A., "Change and the Teacher: Imperatives for rtre 7--uture.

Teacher Educator, 10 (Winter 1974-5), 5-9.

Palmer, assistant professor at Northern Illinois University, believes

that modifications in the role and responsibTilities of teaiters are essen-

tial if meaningful changes are to take place in the schools.-.. Teachers

must be actively involved in developing new 'roles, and in 7:me -decision-

making process. Changing the teacher role tia that of faci-iftator will

change student attitudes toward school and p7ovide opportunittes-for

responsible and productive actions on the part of the .studer=s. In order

to revitalfze the teaching profession, teachers could use thEr skills,

in position such as "learning engineer," 'research specialist," and

"curriculum associate," each of which has trrirications for professional

movement and development.
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TEACHING METHODS 31

Rubin, Louis J., "Matchfng Teacher, Student and Method." Today's Education,

62 (Sept. - Oct. 1973;, 31-4.

Rubin first establishes that no one teacher can fulfill the needs of

all students. He postulates that a way of alleviating problems that
arise when one teacher must relate to all students is by matching teacher,
students, and method for compatibility. In an attempt to determine the

feasibility and results of doing this, Rubin and his associates defined
teaching and learning styles on the basis of anxiety measures, and

matched teachers and students to an appropriate social studies curriculum.
He explains the use of anxiety measures as a determiner of style, points
out inadequacies in his study, and discusses the results. He concludes
that good teachers will overcome any handicap they meet, that teachers and

students have different personal goals within the schools, and that teachers
have preferences for specific styles. Rubin encourages the profession to

try to match teacher, students and method.
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TEAM TEACHING 32

Yanoff, Jay and Michael Bennett, "Team Schemes: A Tool for Planning
and Supervising." Cleariu House, 49 (Sept. 1975), 40-43.

The authors, staff members at Pennsylvania Advancement School,
Philadelphia, conceptualize the roles of teachers and administrators in
planning, implementing and evaluating team teaching in open classrooms.
In this "team scheme," teachers are free to determine curriculum,
materials and instructional style, while the administrator or supervisor
is involved primarily in staff training. Yanoff and Bennett detail the
responsibilities and goals of teaching teams and their supervisors in
each phase of the plan, and list the advantages and problems of the team
scheme.
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is a schod. Contemp. Educa., v.44,
n5, 298-303, April 73.

Alternative schools answer to the gifted
child's boredom. R.M. Hyner & Ro. O.
Bullock, Gifted Child q., 19: 340-5,
Winter 75.

Alternative schools: can they survive?
G. Brunetti, Clearing H., 48:267-271,
Jan. 74.

Alternative schools in a traditional
setting. Social Educ., v.37, n.7,
651-2, Nov. 73.

Alternative schools: 10 reasons why
they aren't for everyone. Nation's
Schools, v. 91, n.6, 39-41, June 73.

Alternative schools: they're the rage,
and a reasonable one. Am.Sch.Bd.J.,
162:38, Oct. 75.

Alternative schools: what kind of
students do they attract? H.W. Terrell,
Phi Delta Kappan, 56:635-6, May 75.

An alternative strategy for planning an
alternative scheol. School Review,
v.82, n.4, 731-48, Aug. 74.

Alternatives. New Jersey Educ. Assn.
Rev., v.46, n.5, 40-41, Jan. 73.

Alternatives: four schools of choice in
Minneapolis' southeast district. J. K.
Moss, il, Teacher, 91:33-7, Jan. 74.
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Alternatives in education. Education
Canada, v.13, n.4, 34-44, Dec. 73.

Alternatives in education: a Bibli-
ography. Clearing H., v.48, n.8,
491-6, Apr. 74.

Alternatives in education: an old
promise renewed. Independent Sch.
Bull., v.32, n.4, 27-9, May 73.

Alternatives in public education:
movement or fad? NASSP Bull., v. 57,
n.374, 1-129, Sept. 73.

Alternatives within public schools.
Phi Delta Kappan, v.54, n.7, 444-8,
March 73.

Another Option--The Alternative
School. Wilson Lib. Bull., v. 50,
n.5; 381-5, Jan. 76. EJ 129 803

Are there really any alternatives?
Phi Delta Kappan, v.54, n.7, 452-3,
March 73.

Back to "the basics" in schools:
here's the case for pushing the
current trend into a landslide. Am.
Sch. Bd. J., v.162, n.8, 45-6, Aug.
75.

A baker's dozen educational alterna-
tives. D.W. Allen,'Phi Delta Kappan,
57:33-6, Sept. 75.

A case study: change in a big city
school district. J. Teach. Educ.
v. 26, n. 1, 47-51, Spring 75.

Collings' experimental school in
rural Missouri, .1917. E. Kenyon.
Assn. Sup. & Curric. Devel. Yrbk. 1976:
168-9.

Comparative study of students in al-
ternative & traditional high schools.
C.N. Shaw & others, bibl., Education,
.96: 28-35, Fall 75.



ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

A conservative community forms an alter-
native high school (Monroe County,
Indiana). Phi Delta Kappan, v.54, n.7,
471-2, March 73.

Critical factors in
tion. NASSP Bull.,
April, 75.

Decision-making in
NASSP Bull., v.57,
Sept. 73.

alternative educe-
v.59, n.390, 22-24,

alternative schools.
n.374, 110-119,

Designing & implementing alternative
schools. NASSP Bull., v.57, n.374,
32-8, Sept. 73.

Educational alternatives-why not? why

NOT? Phi Delta Kappan, v.54, n.7,
438-440, March 73.

An experiment with tradition. Saturday
Review v.2, n.8, 58-9, Jan. 11, 1975.

Four schools of choice (Southeast
Alternatives, Minneapolis). Teacher .

v.91, n.5, 33-7, Jan. 74.

Free schools & self-concept in adoles-
cents. F.M. Betts, 3d, bibl., J. Negro
Educ., 44:454-67, Fall 75.

Fresh Perspectives from Western Europe.
Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n.5; 306-9,
Jan. 76. EJ 129 355

The future of education--where do we
go from here? J. Teach. Educ., v.26,
n.1, 41-5, Spring 75.

Getting into alternatives:people, places
& books. Natl. Elem. Prin., v.52, n.6,
105-8, April 73.

Helpful hints for your high school's
alternative program. R.T. Nelsen, il,

Educ. Lead., 31:716-21, May 74.

Hidden Strengths of Conventional Ins-
truction. Arithmetic Teacher, v.23,
n.1; 11-15, Jan. 76. EJ 130 249.
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Implementing Kohlberg's "just com-
munity concept" in an alternative
high school. E.R. Wasserman il.

Social EduC. 40:203-7, Apr. 76.

Is an innovative school a useful
school? P.I. Freedman & S. Freedman,
Phi Delta Kappan, 57:415-16, Feb. 76.

Is there a way out? R.S. Barth, il,
Natl. El. Prin., 53:12-18, Mar. 74.

Living & learning in the Free School.
Interchange, v.5, n.2, 1-10, Summer
74.

Managing controversy about optional
& alternative prograns. D. Paskal &
W.C. Miller, il, Educ. Lead., 33:
14-16, Oct. 75.

Minneapolis plans alternatives. Edu-
cation Exploration Center J., n.3,
16-18, Oct.-Nov. 73.

New conservative alternative; funda-
mental schools. J.S. Shaw, il,
Nation's Schools & Colleges, 2:31-4+,
Feb. 75.

One-Teacher School. R. Nash and
others, bibl. Brit. J. Educ. Stud.,
24:12-32, F76.

The open classroom: elements for suc-
cessful implementation in American
schools. Peabody J. of Educ., v.52,
n.2,97-104, Jan. 75. EJ 124 981

Options for students in Ann Arbor. Phi

Delta Kappan, v.54, n.7, 469-470, Marct
73.

Options in a small district: Berkeley,
Calif., NASSP Bull., v.57, n.374,
55-60, Sept. 75.

Options in large districts. NASSP
Bull., v.57, n.374, 42-6, Sept. 73.

Options in public education: the.quiet-
revolution. Phi Delta Kappan, v.54,
n.7, 434-7, March 73.



ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS

Parent night: a unique concept in com-
unity involvement. Clearing H., v.47,
n.8, 459-62, April 73.

Parent's preferences for educational
alternatives, L. Johnson, El.SCh.J:,
76:161-9, Dec. 75.

Pasadena's approach to the classic
school debate; alternative and funda-
mental schools. S. B. Neill il

Am Educ, 12:6-10, Apr. 76.

The public school: assaults on a great
idea. Nation, v.216, n.18, 553-560
April 73.

Pursuing change. Learning, v.2, n.1,
24-7,Sept. 73.

A Rebuttal--Review by Prof. Ralph
Miller of "my Encounters with Alterna-
tives." J. of Educational Thought,
v.9, n.2; 124-126, Aug. 75. EJ 128 857

Reflections on a parent-iun school.
Education Exploration Center J.,
n.3, 18, Oct.-Nov. 73.

Reincarnation of the one-room school-
house; The American Middle School.
J. D. Huber, bibl. Clearing H. 49:
103-5, Nov. 75; (same cond: Educ.

Digest, 41:36-7, Feb. 76.

Spaces that engage, retain & respond
Phi Delta Kappan, v.56, n.5, 316-7,
Jan. 75.

Starting a free school: red tape &
hostility. Learning, v.3, n.5, 72-4,
76-7, Jan. 75.

A state responds to educational need
(Illinois). NASSP Bull., v.57, n.374
61-66, Sept. 73.

Strengthening alternative high schools.
Harvard Educational Review, v.42, n.3,
313-350, Aug. 72.

Survival talk for educators - alterna-
tive education. J.Teach.Educ., v.26,

n.1, 67-8, Spring 75. 4 3
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Teacher adaptation to an informal
school. NASSP Bull., v.57,n.369,
1-9, Jan. 13.

Teacher evaluation in an alternative
public school; Cambridge alternative
public school, Mass, L. Solo, Natl.
El. Prin., 55:29-34, Sept. 75.

Ten critical issues in educational
reform. J.Teach.Educ., v.26, n.1,
18-23, Spring 75.

Toronto's alternative schools. School
Progress, v.42, n.4, 30-33, 35, Apr. 73.

Xanadu: a study of the structure crisis
in an alternative school. Rev. of Educ.
Research, v.42, n.4, 525-531, Fall 72.

BOARDS OF EDUCATION

Educational decision-making: collabora-
tion among school board, administrators
& community. Educational Technology,
v.15, n.11, 21-24, Nov. 75.

Following the great gap forward.
A. Stewart, Times Educ. Supp., 3162:
29, Jan. 9, 1976.

Public Participation in Negotiations.
NASSP Bull., v.59, n.392; 3-7, Sept.
75. EJ 128 818

Teacher is elected to your board, now
what? J. D. Sculley. Am. Sch. Board J.

163:43, Mhr. 76.



CAREER EDUCATION

Anticipating tomorrow. R.J. Linderman

i 5. Sallee. il. Instructor, 85:
60-2, Mar. 76.

Career Educ. in perspective. G. Smith,

Educ. Digest, 41:41-3, Feb. 76.

Introduction to career ed. V.S. Office

of Education. (0E-75-00504) U.S. Off.

Educ. Pub., 1975:40;.

The Special Child in the Regulat
Classroom. Clearing House, v.49, n.1,

14-16, Sept. 75. EJ 128 714

Using Career Resource People Effective-

ly. School Counselor, v.23, n.2;
116-120, Nov. 75. EJ 129 052

Work-Study: Education's Sleeper?
Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n.5; 322.-7,

Jan. 76. EJ 129 358

CLASSROOM CLIMATE

Preschool ecology: a study of thtee

environmental variables. S. Shapiro,

Read. Improv., 12:236-41, Mar. 76.

Taking the routine out of routines.
D. J. Mugge, il, Young Child,
31:209-17, Mar. 76

Test of a contingency model of teacher

effectiveness. L. A. Reavis & V. J.

Derlega, bibl., J.Educ.Res., 69221-5,

Feb. 76.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Alternatives: community involvefient,

self-pacing. Nation's Sch.& Coll.,

v.2, n.6, 42-6, June 75.

Black perspective on community control.

Inequality in Education, n.15, 43-3,

Nov. 73. 1
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Citizen advisory committees. Thrust

for Educational Leadership, v.3, n.1,
18-19, Oct. 73.

City inside the school. B. Milbauer,

il, Teacher, 93:57-9, Jan. 76 .

Closing the communications gap between
Industry and Education. Man./Soc./Ted
v.35, n.3; 73-5, Dec. 75. EJ 128 934

Community control can. work (Washington,

D.C.). Learning, v.2, n.4, 51-4, Dec.

73.

Community Involvement: a perspective

from the teacher corps. Community
Educ. J., v.4, n.5, 53-5, Sept.-Oct.74-

Community Involvement (in Bilingual
program). Ill. Car. Ed. J., v.33,

n.1; 17-18, F75. EJ 128 865

Community involvement in staff orien-
tation & in-service. NASSP Bull.,
v.57, n.377, 26-30, Dec. 73.

Community involvement program - an al-
ternative education project. Orbit 28

v.6, n.3, 9-11, June 75.

Community participation in decision--:

making. Educational Horizons, v.52,
n.1, 10-13, Feb. 73.

Community resources: symposium. Bib)...

il, Man/Soc./Tech., 35:68-79, Dec. 75.

Consciousness-Raising for Young Con-

sumers. Children Today, v.4, n.6,
18-22, Nov./Dec. 75. EJ 129 957

Education at work in an open environ-

ment. (Mariemount high school, Marie-
mount, Ohio), CEFP Journal, v.13, n.3,

4-7, May-June 75.

Involving the users in school planning
School Review, v.82,n.4,705-30,Aug.74

L.A. Decentralization with Problems.

Inequality in Education, n.15, 43-4,
Nov. 73.

Minneapolis: Using Community Arts Re

4 4 sources. W. Kennedy. il. Natl. El.

Prin. 55:77-81, Jan. 76.



COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

Other half of job competency; community
based learning. H. H. Conover & W. R.
Daggett, Bus. Educ. Forum, 30:8-9,
Feb. 76.

Other people, other places: students
arrange for use of community research
people & sites. M.L. Marrow & J.L.
Farmer, il, Ghildh. Educ., 52:144-8,
Jan. 76.

Parent power at Pennwood Jr. High.
NASSP Bull., v.59, n.392, 102-3,
Sept. 75. EJ 128 841

Parental Involvement in Schools.
Northian, v.9, n.3, 43, Spring 73.

Partnership in program for gifted. i.

parent/community resources. G. Gins-
burg, NASSP Bull. 60:38-42, Mar. 76.

Planning community involvement in
school decision-making. Pennsyl-
vania Education, v.3, n.6, 4-5, July/
Aug. 72.

Prerequisite for a consumer: an inspec-
tion of advertising in the classroom.
S. Brodbelt, bibl. Social Stud. 67:76-9,
Mar. 76.

Prograns for the suburban gifted; using
available resources. E.M. McWilliams,
NASSP Bull. 60:53-9, Mar. 76.

Putting the public back in public
education, Compact, v.9, n.5, 11-13,
Oct. 75.

Schools and the comnunity they serve.
Trends in Educ., v.3; 33-8, Sept. 75
EJ 128 865

Soc. studies and the elementary teacher;
the community: laboratory for social
learning; ed. by T. Kaltsounis.
Social Educ. 40:157-71, Mar. 76.

Teacher growth: the field services
cluster. Educ. Lead., v.32, n.5, 335-
338, Feb. 75. EJ 125 017
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Ten years of decentralization. A
review of the involvement of urban
communities in school decision-making.
IRCD Bull., v.10, n.3,I-18, Summer 75.

Total client involvement in school
design. Phi Delta Kappan, v.56, n.5,
349-51, Jan. 75.

Unlimited facilites on a limited budget.
P.B. Hodges, J. Phys. Educ. & Rec.,
47:25, Apr. 76.

Where students pay back their commun-
ity. A. R. Curtis, il, Am. Educ.,
12:26-30, Apr. 76.

Who should control the schools? J. of .

Educational Administration, v.12, n.z,
112-122, Oct. 74.

CONTRACT PLAN

Contract teaching. M.A. Ovnik,
Sci. & Child, 13:44-5, Mar. 76.

Contracting for student learnini.:
W. Christen, Educ. Tech., 16:24'-8
Mar. 76.

Fighting failure with a contract. J.

Jamieson & R. Gillam., Sch. & Comm.,
62:5+.

Mission possible. A. Chapman, Instruc-
tor, 85:160, Mar. 76.

CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT

Criteria for selecting, evaluating or
developing learning modules. J.

Parsons and others, Educ. Tech.,
16:31-2, F76.

Putting the damper on decibels.
Environmental Science to Technology.
v.9, n.12. 1016-18, Nov. 75. EJ 130 093



COUNSELING

Network of helpers. H.E. Figler
Mandell, Bibl., J. Coll. Placement, 36:
307, F75; 52-7, W76, 42-8, Spring 76.

Social issues and the school counselor:
symposium. Bibl., il, Sch. Counsel.,
22:308-59, May 75.

Toward a theory of activist guidance.
J. Menacker, bibl., Personnel & Guid.
J., 54:318-21, Feb. 76.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Administrative & faculty turnover &
diffusion of an educational innova-
tion. P.M. Keith, bibl., Urban Educ.,
10:297-304, Oct. 75.

Are common sense decisions deterring
learning? M.M. Clifford. Brit. J. Educ.
Psychol., 46:48-56, F 76.

Black identity & curriculum change.
Dialogue, n.16, 9-11, Spring 74.

Building curriculum: influences and
mechanisms. F. P. Hunkins, bibl.,
Assn. Sup. & Curric. Devel. Yr bk. 1976:
83-129.

Change-agents in curriculum: an over-
view of innovative programs in American
schools for young children. T. Harms,
Young Child., 29:280-8, July 74.

Change: the teacher & the curriculum.
Euducation Canada, v. 13, n.2, 14-18,
June 73.

Changes in the curriculum; symposium.
Trends in Educ., n.35, 5-49, Oct. 74.

Child development: a basis for open
classroom curriculum. P.F. Carini,
Urban Review, 7:146-154, Apr. 74.

Choice-making & learner interst. S.V.

Dillon, Phi Delta Kappan, 57:205-6,
Nov. 75.
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The c]imate of the school. Thrust for
Educational Leadership, v.3, n.4,
3-7, March 74.

Community involvement in a systems
approach to curriculum. High Sch. J.
v.56, n.4, 167-173, Jan. 73.

Conceptualization and Program Design,
J. Mundy, il, J. Phys. Educ. & Rec.,
47:41-3, Mar. 76.

Consideration of educational.decision-
making. M.A. McFarland, Educ. Forum,
40:73-7, Nov. 75.

Curriculum & the alternative school.
New School of Educ. J., v.2, n.4, and
v.3, n.1, 115-129, 1973.

Curriculum content & experiences: a
comparative survey. L.R. Wootten &
others, Educ. Lead., 31:431-4, Feb. 74.

Curriculum development: can students be
involved? NASSP Bull., v.57, n.373, 127-
131, May 73.

A curriculum for today & tomorrow.
Changing Education, 6-10, Summer 73.

Curriculum priorities of teachers &
parents in kindergarten classrooms.
J.E. Goulet, Read. Improv., 12:163-7,
Fall 75.

Designing open & individualized in-
struction at the elementary level. J.
Feldhusen & others, il, Educ. Tech.,
15:17-21, Jan. 75.

Eliminate sex bias in the curriculum.
. Educational Leadership, v.31, n.2,

110-113, Nov. 73.

Futurism in education: symposium. Ed.

by J. L. Burdin & others. Bibl., J .

Teach. Educ., 25:98-153, Summer 74.

Generalized roles of students and
community in planned educational change
efforts. H.P. Cole & H. Harty,
H. Sch. J., 57:93-100, Dec. 73.



CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Individually Guided Instruction & Open
Education: Are they compatible? Phi
Delta Kappan, v.55,'n.8, 564-6, Apr. 74.

Individualizing curriculum for gifted
students. R. Roth and others, NASSP
Bull., 60:115-7, Apr. 76.

Innovations: where are we? Educational
Leadership, v.30, n.7, 673-6, April 73.

Instruction and the structure of con-
tent. T.E. Lawson, bibl., Educ. Tech.,
14:27-8, May 74.

Instructional development in the pub-
lic schools: whose job? A.E. Beilby,
bibl., il, Edue. Tech., 14:11-16, Jan. 74.

Let's give students their say; student
. advisory committees. F.L. McKinney &

A.J. Mannebach, il, Am. Voc. J., 49:27-9,
Jan. 74.

Mini-courses: one way to provide more
humanistic school programs. J. Gzenther
and R. Ridgeway, NASEP Bull., 60: 12-=,
Apr. 76.

New subjects, new problems. Educarion
& Culture, n.27, 16-21, Spring 75.

Opening the options for children: a
nonsexist approach to early childhood.
Young Children, v.31, n.1, 12-21, Nov. 75.

Participative decision-making in
curriculum, R. Knoop and R. O'Reilly,
bibl., H.Sch.J., 59:153-8, Jan. 76.

Planning the elementary curriculum: a
case for localism. D.G. Armstrong,
Peabody J. Educ., 52:252-5, July 75.

Programs for the gifted in rural areas
what is the best approach? B.G. Milne,
NASSP Bull., 60:60-6, Mar. 76.

Proposal for the universal high school.
D.A. Salmon, Clearing H., 48:387-93,
Mar. 74.
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Racism & research: using data to
initiate change. Personnel & Guidance
J., v.52, n.3, 184-8, Nov. 73.

Report on some open education compe-
tencies. S. Newman, il, J. Teach., Educ.
25:175-9, Summer 74.

Role of the teacher in curriculum
devel., J.K. Olson, bibl., Sci. Educ.,
60:61-7, Jan. 76.

School within a.school: a plan to save
dropouts. Clearing H., v.48, n.2, 98-9,
Oct. 73.

Seven ways to involve students in cur-
riculum planning. B. Folta, Engl. J.
63:42-5, Apr. 74.

Shake up the curriculum. Mini-Course
Preparation. NASSP Bul1_, v.59, n.392
83-7, Sept. 75. EJ 128 835

Some effects of involving parents in
the curriculum. Trends Educ.,
39-45, Oct. 75.

Students build their own curriculum;
Hanley Jr. Hi.Sch., University City,
Mo., J.A. Hopson, School & Community,
60:26, Mar. 74.

Teacher authority over the curriculum?
R.R. Nasstrom, Educ. Lead., 31:713-15,
May 74.

Teacher/teaching centering in America;
symposium edited by A.A. Schmieder &
S.J. Yarger, bibl., J. Teach. Educ., 25:
2-58, Spring 74.

Teachers as curriculum-makers. S.

Wasserman, bibl., il., Childh. Educ.
52:242-7, Mar. 76.

Teacher's Centers in England & Wales.
Intellect, v.102, n.2356, 387-9, Miar.74.

Teacher's planning models. J.A. Zahorik,
Educ. Lead., 33:134-9, Nov. 75.



CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Teaching ethnic stlAies: key issues
& concepts. Social Studies, v.66,
n.3, 107-113, May-June 75.

Teaching students to use performance
objectives, R.E. Bassett, Comm. Educ.,
25:75-7, Jan. 76.

Ten years hence: the curriculum dev.
and usage center. N. Steinaker, Educ.
Lead., 33:447-9, Mar. 76.

Three slants on parents and curriculum.
Integrated Educ., v.13, n.5, 30-32,
Sept.-Oct. 75. EJ 125 262

Total professional developmmt of
teachers: the teacher's ceAter way.
Childh. Educ., v.50, 3E0-2.

Apr.-May 74.

The traditional school: keey it among
the alternatives. Phil;elta Kappan,
v.54, n.7, 473-5, March-73.

Trends affecting curriculum 1964-1974.
Educational Leadership, v.32, n.4, 286-

289, Jan. 75.

Using value sheets to modify attitudes
toward environmental probs., R.E. Quinn
bibl., J. Res. Sci. Teach., 13:65-9,

Jan. 76.

Utilizing the individually guided
education concept. Catalyst for Change,
v.3, n.1, 24-6, Feb. 73.

Weaving curriculum webs: the structure

of non-linear curriculum. R. Corwin

and others. ii. Childh. Educ.,
52:248-51, Mar. 76.

What can teachers contribute to curri-
culuM development? J. of Curr. Studies,

v.6, n.2. 120-32, Nov. 74 EJ 130 282

What should be learned? Trends in Educ.,

n.35, 3-4, Oct. 75.

Year-round schools & system shock. Phi
Delta Kappan, v.54, n.5, 310-11, Jan. 73.
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EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

All-new "law and order" classroom.
Saturday Review, v.2, n.16, 40-41,
May 3, 1975.

Alternative educational programs:
promise or problems? Symposium. Bibl.,

Educ. Lead., 32:83-127, Nov. 74.

Alternative experience in education at
the Mountain View Center. Outlook,

n.15, 13-17, 1975.

Alternative strategy for planning an
alternative school. H. Sanoff & G.
Barbour, il, Sch. Review, 82:731-48,
Aug. 74.

An Alternative that's working .(nadi-
vidually guided educPtion)_ Inequal- I

ity in Eflucation, n.I4, 43-6, July 73.

Alternatives in education: a bibliog-
raphy, compiled by H. A. Allen,
Clearing H., 48:491-6, Apr. 74.

Alternatives in the public school.
M.D. Fantini, Today's Educ., 63:63-6,

Sept. 74.

Attempting to change. M.D. Baughman,
bibl., Contemp. Educ., 46:259-63,
Summer 75.

Bandwagons: builders
Button, Urban Educ.,

Challenge of change.
Educational Research.
Spring 74.

& riders. W.

10:219-20, Oct.75.

Colorado J. of
, v.13, n.3, 25-297;1

Credit for nontraditional education.: a
conceptual framework for recognition.
J.W. Miller, Educational Record.

Critical factors in alternative educ.,
R. B. McCarthy, NASSP Bull., 59:22-4,
April 75.

Developments in the education of ado-
lescents: a critique. C. James, Urban
Review, 7:46-57, Jan. 74.

Education for'all the children. Notes
from Workshop Center for Open Education,
v.3, n.2, 2-20, Summer 74.



EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Educational Alternatives, PTA Style,
Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n,5, 331-2,
Jan. 76. EJ 129 360

Effects of pre-school education: some
American & British evidence. Oxford Rev.
of Educ., v.1, n.3, 223-240, 1975.

Examination & evaluation of the concep-
tual basis for the open classroom.
T.K. Crowl, Education, 96:54-6, Fall 75.

Facilitating innovation in the olass-
room. Catalyst for Change, v3, n.1,
12-13, Feb. 75.

FOCUS: am alternative model =hat works.
Phi Delta Kappan, v.56, n.9, 631. May75.

From ideal to real: understatding the
development of new educat±nn=1 settings.
Interchange, v.5, n.3, 4554, 1974.

How teachers can innovate and still
keep their jobs. L.L. Palmatier,
J. Teach. Educ., 20:60-2, Spring 75;
(same, condensed, Educ. Digest, 41:
49-51, Sept. 75).

How to innovate successfully. D.S. Ar-
nold & A. Goodloc, bibl., il, Today's
Educ., 63:62-6, Jan. 74.

Improving teaching: recent trends. W.

Doyle, bibl., HighSchool Journal,
58:53-7, Nov. 74.

Incentives for innovation in the public
schools. J. Pincus, Review of Educa-
tional Research, 44:113-144, W 74.

Innovation in a Chicago inner-city high
school. F. Parkay, bibl., il, Phi Delta
Kappan, 57:384-90, Feb. 76.

Innovation in Educ.: fact or fiction?
R.Q. McKnight and H. W. Seaton. Read.

Improv., 12:242-4, Wint. 75.

Innovation rip-offs. P. Wagschal,
Clearing H., 48:284-89, Jan. 74.

Innovation: symposium. Trends in Educ.,

n.34:7-41, July 74.
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Inservice training by Mass Media. J. fof
Communication, v.25, n.3, 167-170,
Summer 75. .

Learning & Open Education. Urban Educ.

v.9, n.4, 355-71, Jan. 75.

Learning style as a criterion for
placement in alternative programs. R.

Dunn & K. Dunn, Phi Delta Kaplan, 56:
275-8, Dec. 74.

Options; symposium. Bibl., Phi Delta
Kagpan, 56:624-34, May 75.

Organization of special experimental
cLasses. The education of migrant
mut-kers...where do we stand? Prospects,

v_4, n.3, 385-92, Autumn 74.

Ratterns of achievement, attitude &
behavior in a tax-supported_alterna-
tive school. A.J.H. Gaite & R.J.
Rankin, J. of Experimental Educ.,
55-9, Spring 75.

Problems & assumptions in the imple-
mentation of innovations. R.J. Pelle-

grin, bibl., J. Res. & Devel. Educ.,
9:92-101, Fall 75.

Public school in the seventies: an
_alternative strategy. W. Ping, bibl.,

Education, 95:251-7+, Spring 75.

Reform of the high school in the mid-
1970's. Phi Delta Kappan, v.56, n.7,
493-4, March 75.

Research in diffusion of educational
innovations: a report with an agenda;
symposium. Edited by A.R. Jwaideh &
H.S. Bhold, bibl., Viewpoints, 50:1-
112, May 74.

School cultures, teacher education &
alternative schools: Alternative school
teacher education programs. R.D. Barr,
bibl.,'Viewpoints, 50: 71-88, Sept. 74.

Schools can make a difference. J.I.

Educ. Lead., 33:108-17,
Nov. 75.



EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVES

Search for alternatives. Educa-
tional Record, v.55, n.4, 217-22, Feb.
74.

Semi-alternative program as an avenue
of change. J.R. Ban, School & Community,
61:12+, Jan. 75.

Status risk-taking: a central issue in
the initiation & implementation of
public school innovations.. J.B. Giac-
quinta, 1,ibl, J. Res. & Devel. Educ.,
9:102-14, Fall 75.

Trends affecting curriculum, 1964-1974.
L. R. Wootten & others. Educ. Lead.,
32:286-9, Jan. 75.

What schooling could be like: analogies
for learning. Elem. Sch. J., v.75, n.1,
16-27, Oct. 74.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

Educational television library. H.P.

Harrison. Educ. Broad. Int., 8:166-71,

Dec. 75.

Effect of parental interaction on learn-
ing from television. J.I. Walling, bibl.,
Comm. Educ., 25:16-24, Jan. 76,

Role of educational television in chang-
ing the intergroup attitudes of Children.
G.J, Gorn and others, bibl., Child. Devel.,
47:277-80, Mar. 76.

Sesame Street: Socialization by
Surrogate, Educational Broadcasting, Nov./
Dec. 75.

Training by Telephone. Training, v.12,

n.11. 40, 42, 44, Nov. 75. EJ 128 907

TV is the vehicle, reading is the goal.
A.L. Hilkert, Read. Teach., 29:656-8,
Apr. 76.

TV's impact on children: a checkerboard
scene. Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n.5.
316-21, Jan. 76. EJ 129 357.
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Using what kids watch on TV. A.C.

Heintz. Media and Methods, 12:42-3,
r, Mar. 76. .

When Sesame Street becomes Sesame
Strasse: Social Educ. for Preschoolers
comes to television. Social Educ.,

v.40, n.l. 34-7, Jan. 76. EJ 130 273

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS

Authority in the secondary school.
Tr. in Educ., v.3, 29-32. Sept. 75.

EJ 128 864

Brief trip to the schools of the
eighties. B.S. Miller, North Central
Assn. Quarterly, 49:357-64, Spring 75.

Commentary on current trends. Planning

& Changing, v.4, n.4, 241-4, W 74.

Daring to be human. Childh. Educ.,

v.51, n.1, 16-20, Oct. 74.

Education of the 16-19 age group.
Educ4tioc Culture, h. 24, 3-8,
Spring 74.

Educational developments & issues in

1974. W.W. Brickman, Intellect, 103:
265, Jan. 75.

Educational reform & social change.
H.M. Levin, bibl., J. App. Behav. Sci.,
10:304-20, July 74.

Educational research & development: a
partnership for change. J. Teach. Educ.

v-.26, n.3, 211-213, Fall 75. EJ 124 99-!

Emphasis on change. J.I. Goodlad,

Am. Educ., 11:16-21+, Jan. 75; (same,

condensed: Educ. Digest., 40:2-6,

April. 75).

Forecasting the future of education.
Intellect, 102:210-211, Jan. 74.

Free School movement - a perspective.

50 Today's Education, v.63, n.3, 71-4,
Sept.-Oct. 74.



EDUCATIONAL TRENDS

Fresh perspectives from Western Europe_
Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n.S. 306-7,

Jan. 76. EJ 129 355

From school system to educational sys-
tem. Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n.1, 10-2,
Sept. 75.

Future trends in education. W.F. Ogburn,

il, El. Sch. J. 75th Anniversary
Issue, 94-101, 1975.

Futuristic critique of education. R.

Teeter, Education, 95:324, Summer 75.

How schools make a difference. Forum
for the Discussion of New Trends in
Education, v.16, n.2, 40-4, Spring 74.

Improving teaching: recent trends.
High. School J., v.58, n.2, 53-7, Nov. 74.

Multi-racial school. Trends in Educa-
tion, v.3, 10-14. Sept. 75. EJ 128 860

Patterns for reform in American teacher
education. Interchange, v.4, n.2-3,

28-39, 1973.

Recent trends to keep up with. Peabody
J. of Educ., v.51, n.1, 64-7, Oct. 73.

Schools of the future. Am. Sch. 4 Univ.,
v.47, n.12, 20-21, Aug. 75.

Some relationships among curriculum
platforms, social change 4 empirical
research. J.H. Joseph & B.C. Short, bibl.
Educ. Lead., 33:204-8, Dec. 75.

Tomorrow's Schools. V.W. Wilson, School
4 Community, 60:44, Feb. 74.

Trends and innovations in Teacher
Education. Educational Documentation
and Information. v.49, n.195, 9-80, 2nd
Quarter, 1975.

Trends: scenarios for the future; sym-
posium, il, AV Instr., 21:6+, Jan. 76.

Visions of education in 2000 A.D., J.
Morris, Sch. & Comm., 60:10, May 74.
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What schools arT!... doing: a roundup af new

4 unusual schozal practices. Natiorl's

Schools, v.91, n.6, 49-51, June 73.

Woman educator in changing times. A.

Paxton, bibl., Delta Kappa Gamma Brril ,

41:21-31, Spring 75.

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Characteristics of successful eco-:edu-

cation projects. G.W. Donaldson, .1..

Phys. Educ. 4 Rec., 47:56-7, Apr.. 7B.

Learning about the built env.; physical
env. A. Eriksen, il, Natl. El. Prin.,

55:36-41, Mar. 76.

Myths of social science in curriculum.
T.S. Popkewitz, bibl., Educ. Forum, 40:
317-28, Mar. 76.

Tackling the ecological elephant:
teaching environmental politics. J-S.

Bowman, bibl., Social Stud., 67:57-9,
Mar. 76.

200 school: the Gcand Rapids envinan-
mental studies prngram. P. Schlemmer,

il, Phi Delta Kaman, 57:545-8, Apr. 76.

MODELS

Building the Middle School Schedule.
Middle School Journal, v.6, n.4, 59-62.
Winter 75. EJ 129 352

Current research on open space, non-
grading, vertical grouping and team
teaching. Phi Delta Kappan, v.57, n. ,

310-315, Jan. 76. BJ 129 356

John Dewey's "City on a Hill": the

school as a model of community. J.

of Educational Thought, v.7, n.2,
73-80, Aug. 73.



MODELS

Dynamic modeling of alternative futures
through simulation/gaming; symposium.
Ed. by C.M. Plummer, bibl.,
Viewpoints, 52:1-99, Mar. 76.

Factors affecting student performance:
a model for professional development.
C.H. Stewart & J.P. Avis, Calif. J.
Educ. Res., 26:124-9, May 75.

Futuristic models for educational
choice. Educational Planning, v.2,
n.4, 10-20, June 73.

The inquiring school: part 2. Educational
Forum, v.38, n.4, 393-410, May 74.

A model for school-community relations.
Educational Technology, v.15, n.11, 52-6,
Nov. 75.

A non-model for school change. Educa-
tional Forum, v.38, n.4, 393-41, 441-5.
May 74.

Why has non-gradedness eluded the high
schools? Clearing H.,.v.47, n.7, 392-5,
March 73.

MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMS

Cultural pluralism: new wine in old

bottles. H.S. Broudy. Educ. Lead.,
33:173-5, Dec. 75; Educ. Digest, 41:
26-8, Mar. 76.

Diversity and conformity in Am. Curr.,
A.A. Clegg, jr., bibl., Assn. Sup. &
Curric. Devel. Yrbk., 1976:175-213.

Experiential teaching in political
science. E.M. Seeman. Educ. Horiz.,
53:181-5, Summer 75.

Gifted programs for the culturally
different. E.M. Bernal, jr. bibl.,
NASSP Bull., 60:67-76, Mar. 76. 5 2
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Meeting needs of children with diverse
linguistic and ethnic backgrounds.
Foreign Language Annals, v.8, n.4, 306-
316. EJ 129 541

More on black English. J. Hasking.

Teacher, 93:29+, Apr. 76.

Multi-media, 3 years, 3 phases. Pro-

grammed Learning and Educational Tech-
nology, v.12, n.5, 278-86. Sept. 75.

EJ 129 686

Planning & Pluralism: some dimensions
of intergroup relations. R.G. Carson &

L.F. Elliott. J. Nesro Educ., 45: 94-

101, Wint. 76.

Quality Education in a multi-cultural
classroom. Childh. Educ. v.50, n.13,

153-6, Jan. 74.

Reform as political discourse: a case
study; Midwest Indian teacher corps.
T.S. Popkewitz, bibl., Sch. R., 84:
43-69, Nov. 75.

Schools and prejudice. Trends in Ed.,

v.3, 3-9, Sept. 75. EJ 128 859

Special education for disadvantaged
students. R.C. Bobowski, Am. Educ.,
12:27-8, Mar. 76.

State compensatory educ. programs, U.S.
Office of Educ. (OE 75-07107) U.S. Off.
Educ. Pub. 1975:73 pp.

Suggested procedure for determining
cultural objectives. G. Guntermann,
Hispania, 59:87-92, Mar. 76.

Teaching basic business in the inner-
city school. M.C. Gilmore,.Bus. Educ.,

Forum, 30:13+, Apr. 76.



OPEN EDUCATION

Affective Education: Are we going too
far? Learninz, v.4, n.2, 20-27, Oct.
75. EJ 130 345

Attitudes, self-esteem and learning in
formal and informal schools. D.E.

Grooman and others, J. Educ. Psychol.,
68:32-5, Feb. 76.

Center for open educ.: a center with-
out walls. G.B. Drumm, Educ. Lead.,
33:441-443, Mar. 76.

Children's personality: does it differ
in traditional and open schools? C.

Farrall and K. Thaller, bibl., Elem.
Sch. J., 76:440-9, Apr. 76.

Curiosity and Open-Mindedness in Open
and Traditional Classrooms. S.F.

Elias and J.W. Elias, Psychol. Sch.,
13:226-232, Apr. 76.

Empirical comparison of open and non-
open structural classrooms. M. Kouril-
sky and E.L. Baker, Calif. J. Educ. Res.,
26:238-45, Nov. 75.

Four dimensions of openness in classrm.
activites. R. Cinder and D. Purdom,
il, El. School J., 76:146-50, Dec.75.
Educ. Digest 41:52-4, Mar. 76.

Is open space just empty space? R.

Sheehan and D.E. Day, Educ. Digest,
41:48-50, Feb. 76.

Multi unit elem. sch.: implications for
instructional leadership. A.L. Singe,

Educ. Digest, Mar. 76.

New facility profile; open plan cluster
laboratory; Admiral Peary vo-tech sch.,
il, Sch. Shop, 35:74-75, Apr. 1976.

The "open" classroom in Britain. This
Magazine, v.8, n.2, 13-14, Aug. 74.

Open education American style. Peabody

J. of Educ., v.51, n.2, 140-6, Jan.-74.

Open education: search for a new myth.'
D.E. Denton, bibl., Educ. Theory, 25:
397-406, Fall 75.
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Open Plan Schools Permit Creativity.
Modern Schools, Jan. 76, pp. 10-12.
EJ 129 377

Open plan schools: which way are they

headed? R.P. Miller, Am. Sch. 4 Univ.
47:23-25, Aug. 75.

Open schools and citizenship education
through involvement in the community.
S. Stillman and B. Jordan,-il., Social
Educ., 40:168-71, Mar. 76.

Open schools: free schools. R. L.

Hopkins, School and Community, 60:28,
Mar. 74.

Open Studio. J.B. Lewis, ii., Sch. Arts,
75:72-3, S 75.

Successful open classroom. L. Madden

and others. Read. Teach., 29:548-54,
Mar. 76.

Year-round open school viewed from
within. C.V. Patton and G. Patton, il,
Phi Delta Kappan, 57:522-6, Apr. 76.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Cultivating the Library Habit. Wilson

Lib. Bull., v.50, n.1; 59-62. Sept. 75.

Ej 129 739

Pub. Lib. Services to Children and Young
Adults: An Auto-Interview. Lib. J.,

v. 101, n.l. 109-111. Jan. 1, 1976.

EJ 129 786

To combine or not to combine the school
media center and the public library.
NASSP Bull., v.59, n.392, i, 67-73.
EJ 128 832



SCHOOL FACILITIES AND FINANCE

Ask us about open plan; Great Britain.
Times Educ. Supp., 3080:5, June 7, 1974.

Build tkeitement into your school;
EhildfdRib iddfning center, Brooklyn,
N.Y., il, Am. Sch. & Univ., 48:20-1,
Dec. 75.

Combined school/public library reduces
cost by $500,000, il, Am. Sch. & Univ.,
47:10-12, July 75.

Community designs its school; Woodrow
Wilson Middle School, Oakland, Calif.,
M.K. Magid, Clearing H., 49:157-9,
Dec. 75.

Day care & the schools. R. Selzer,
Urban Educ., 10:3-4, April 75.

Design spaces to stimulate children.
W. Merriman, il, Am. Sch. & Univ., 48:
47-8+, Feb. 76.

Issues of open education & environ-
mental design; open corridor program.
L. Krasner & C.S. Richards, bibl.,
Psychol. Sch., 13:77-81, Jan. 76.

Learning environments; symposium; ed.
by T.G. David, bibl, il, School Review,
82:523-755, Aug. 74.

Natl. educ. trust fund: it's time for a
new approach to financing educ., M.J.

Shapp, SOcial Educ., 40:147-9, Mar. 76.

New facility profile: middle school
unified arts, Chippewa Falls, Wisc.,
il, Sch. Shop, 35:88-9, Apr. 76.

Planning the learning environment; spe-
cial report. Il, Nation's Schools, 94:
15-18+, Aug. 74.

Programs flow freely in school of

circles: Pulaski county high school,
Va., il. Am. Sch. & Univ., 48:26, Mar. 76.

School, apartments, offices; all in one

project. J.R. Russo, il, Am. Sch. &
Univ., 48:21-24+, Oct. 75.
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Schools ot the future. J. H.
Fredrickson, Am. Sch. & Univ.,
47:20-1, Aug. 75..

State lotteries and educational
finance. L. Gingante, Phi Delta
Kappan, 57:476, Mar. 76.

Ten right-now trends in school plan-
ning. J.L. Crockarell, Nation's
Schools, 94:15-17, July 1974; (same,
condensed, Educ. Digest, 40:14-16,
Oct. 74).

SOCIAL CHANGE

Children are natural futurists. Inst-
ructor, v.83, n.i, 68, Aug.-Sept. 73.

Some ways of thinking about the future
Alternatives, v.4, n.4, 14-21, 1975.

The climate for change: factors that.
foster adaptability within the school.
North Central ABSOC. Q., v.48, n.2,
281-6, Fall 73.

Women & the future of education.
Futures, v.7, n.5, 428-32, Oct. 75.



SOCIAL CHANGE

The child: consumer or consumed?

Childh. Educ., v.49, n.8, 394-7,

May 73.

Creating responsive schools. Urban

Review, v.6, n.4, 38-44, May 73.

Education in leisure: for whom? by whom?

M. Kaplan, J. Phys. Educ. & Rec., 47:33-4,

Mar.76.

Education to meet the psYChological
requirements for living in the future.

G. Heathers. J. Teach. Educ.,
25:108-112, Summer 74.

Equal opportunity from the other side.

Educ. Forum, v.37, n.3, 323-332,

March 73.

Individual and social change. T. Alex-

ander, Intellect, 103:175-176, Dec. 74.

Managers of change. I. H. Buchen,
Intellect, 103:65, Oct. 74.

Multi-media: 3 years, 3 phases, Pro-

grammed Learning & Educational Tech.,

v.12, n.5, 278-286, Sept. 75. EJ 129 686

Networks, the arts, and school change.

J. Remer, il, Natl. El. Prin., 55:42-4,

Jan. 76.

New dimensions for schools. Peabody

J. cf Educ., v.50,.n.3, 216-219, Apr. 73.

Populat culture all around us, American

Scholar, v.44, n.4. 604-17, Autumn 75.

EJ 128 759

Schools and prejudice. Trends in Ed.,

v.3, 3-9, Sept. 75. EJ 128 859

SOCIAL VALUES

47

Classroom climate & value teaching.
Education, v.95, n.4, 354-9, Summer 75.

Contributive survival: Technology and

Values in Education? Community College

Social Science Quarterly, v.5, n.4 -

v.6, n.1, 118-122, Sum-Fall 75.

EJ 129 899

Hey Teach! Your values are showing.
A. S. Rice & M. D. Rice, Forecast Home

Econ., 21F, 141t, Sept. 75.

How dc children rank their values?

D. J. Skeel, bibl., Viewpoints, 52:55-

72, Jan. 76.

Knowledge and values, P. G. Smith,

Educ. Theory, 26:29-39, Winter 76.

New perspective. I. MacHaffin, Delta

Kappa Gamma Bull., 42:58-62, Spring, 76.

A note on what "value" or "moral" edu-

cation is. J. of Educ.
n.2, 127-28, Aug. 75.

Pop culture potpourri.
Eng. J., 65:63-4, Mar.

Thought, v.9,
EJ 128 858

M. Thompson.
76.

Pupulation education & value analysis.

G. Roberts, bibl., Social Stud., 67:

30-2, Jan. 76.

Social values & social problems in the

classroom. Social Studies J., v.4,

n.3, 28-31, Fall 75.

Teaching about cooperation & competi-

tion. E. Wynne, bibl., 11, Educ. Forum,

40:278-88, Mar. 76.

Teaching the American Dream. Clearing

House, v.49, n.1, 21-3, Sept. 75.

EJ 128 716.

Value bases for curriculum decisions.

Peabody J. of Educ., v.5I, n.1,
57-63, Oct. 73.

The changing schools: a look at community

control. Freedomways, v.13, n.1, 63-67,

Winter 73.
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SPECIAL EDUCATION

An alternative in inservice training.
International J. of Car. and Continuing
Educ., v.1, n.1, 35-45. F 75. EJ 129 014

Creative approach to social learning.
S.A. Rosen, J. Sp. Educ. Men. Retard.,
12:102-8, W 76.

Underachieving child. L.L. Gitter.
J. Sp. Educ., Men. Retard., 12:139-41,
W. 76.

Working relati nships that work; resource
program. N. Knight, il, Teach. Excep.
Child., 8:113-15, Sp. 76.

STUDENT ATTITUDES AND MOTIVATION

Additional incentive for middle school
students. NASSP Bull., v.59, n.392,
101-2, Sept. 75. EJ 128 840

Authority in the Setondary School.
Tr. in Ed., v.3, 29-32, Sept. 75.
EJ 128 864

The effects of school structure on
student self-concept. Elem. Sch.
Guidance and Counseling, v.10, n.2,
132-7, Dec. 75. EJ 129 116

A traditional lecture versus a PSI
course in personality: some comparisons.
Teaching of Psychology, v.2, n.4, 156-8,
Dec. 75. EJ 130 297

TEACHER BEHAVIOR

Goodbye Laissez-Faire in Education. Elem.,

Sch. J., v.75, 86-93, 75, EJ 129 967

Helping teachers discover empathy, Humanist
Educator, v.14,. n.2, 56-62, Dec. 75.
EJ 129 099

The interpersonal dimension of teaching.
Engineering Education, v.66, n.2, 184-88,

Nov. 75. EJ 130 082

56

A means of measuring teacher partici-
pation in decision-making,Clearing House
v.49, n.1, 26-27, Sept. 75.

The new breed of teacher. Contemp.

Educ., v.44, n.5, 258-261, April 73.

The open classroom: growth crisis for
the teacher. Elem. Sch. J., v.74, n.6,

326-335.

School climate & classroom teacher
behavior. Contemp. Educ., v.44, n.3,
169-173, Jan. 73.

Teacher education & the "good teacher."
Educ. Forum, v.38, n.1, 25-30, Nov. 73.

TEACHER EDUCATION

Activities of the National Center for
the Development of Training Materials
in Teacher Education. G.M. Ingersoll
and D. Gliessman, J. Teach. Educ.,
25:350-352, W 74.

Administrator's role in opening up the

classroom. School Management, v.17,

n.4, 12, 16-18, April 73.

Almost everything you always wanted to

know about teacher education. H.H.

Roeder, Phi Delta Kappan 55:349,

Jan. 74.

Alternative mood for teacher education:
a minority report. Teacher Educator,

v.9, n.3, 9-14, Spring 74.

Alternative teachers: I'll take all

you can send me! W.O. Price, Jr.,
32:102-104, Nov. 74.

Classroom teacher - 1980. Clearing
H., v.47, n.6, 327-331, Feb. 73.

Comparison of inner-city attitude
chadges related to four different
learning experiences. Urban Educ.,

v.7, n.4, 357-370, Jan. 73.



TEACHER EDUCATION

Comprehensive renewal in the public
schools: the context & potential of
teacher ceVters. J. of Tchr. Educ.,
v.25, n.1, 31-6, Spring 74.

Conceptual framework for a personalized
teacher education program. F.F. Fuller,
rheory into Practice, 13:112-22, Apr. 74.

Cooperative teaching centers: Delaware
model. Catalyst for Change, v.5, n.1,
20-22, Feb. 75.

Corps impact in Georgia, J.P. Nix,
J. Teach. Educ., 26:100, Summer 75.

Cross-cultural experience: a vital com-
ponent of inservice education. NASSP
Bull., v.57, n.372, 92-4, April 73.

Current issues in the education of
teachers. M.L. Logan, bihi., Natl. Soc.
Stud. Educ. Yrbk,, v.74, part 2:204-229,
1975.

CUTE: A training program for inner-city
teachers. J. of Tchr. Educ., v.24, n.4,
302-5, W 73.

Decision making in a teacher center.
D.W. Wheeler & T.A. Petrie, Clearing H.,
49:233-6, Jan. 76.

Demand curriculum for continuing profes-
sional development. Calif. J. of Tchr.
Educ., v.2, n.5, 1-16, Summer 75.

Designing programs for teacher educators.
Theory into Practice, v.13, n.3, 167-76,
June 74.

Dominant value patterns of teacher educa-
tion students: 1958-1970. J. of the
Student Personnel Assoc. for Tchr. Educ.,
v.11, n.4, 124-130, June 73.

Early childhood education & teacher
education: a search for consistency. Young
Children, v.30, n.3, 168-173, March 75.

Early performance in the field: a head
start for teachers. Kappa Delta Pi Record,
v.10, n.3, 66-7, Feb. 74.
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Education for non-teachers? Educ. for
Teaching, n.91, 19-24, Summer 73.

Educational innovation & the national
interest. N. Y. University Educ.
v.5, n.4, 16-21, Summer 74.

Educational personnel for the times.
J. Teach. Educ., v.25, n.3, 216, Fall 74.

Educational portfolio: reform in teacher
education. D.L. Jelden, il, Man/Soc/
Tech, 33:110-2, Jan. 74.

Empirically based teacher education.
R.M.W. Travers, Bibl., Educ. ForuM,
39:417-433, May 75.

End to dichotomous constructs: a
reconceptualization of teacher educa-
tion. J. Teach. Educ., v.25, n.3, 217-
220, Fall 74.

Excellence in teacher education. Today's
Educ., v.62, n.6, 89-94, Sept.-Oct. 73.

Federal mandate to change education,
1965-75: the teacher corps exemplar;
symposium. Bibl., il., J. Teach. Educ.,
26:139-40, Summer 75.

Federal role in teacher education.
V.Y. Trotter, J. Teach. Educ., 26:109,
Summer 75.

Feedback can help inservice growth.
W. Liddle, Educ. Lead., 31:537-40,
Mar. 74.

First priority for the next decade:
inservice education. Calif. J. of Tchr.
Educ., v.2, n.5, 17-23, Summer 75.

Floating faculty; an intensive in-
service technique. P.R. Daniels &
M.J. O'Connell, ii, Educ. Lead., 33:
355-9, Feb. 76.

Future: implications for the preparation
of educational personnel. D.C. Corrigan,
bibl., J. Teach. Educ., 25:100-7,
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Future of teacher education.
Education Canada, v.13, n.4, 26-33,
Dec. 73.

Guide for effective inservica edu-
cation. S. Kleiman, Clearin H.,
48:372-4, Feb. 74.

Helping teachers to grow. Childh.
Educ., v.50, n.6, 333-4, April-May 74.

How business and industry can educate
educators. B. Cottone and others,
Phi Delta Kappan, 57:477, Nar. 76.

How do teachers feel about inservice
education? J. L. Brimm, D.J. Tollett,
Educ. Lead., 31:521-5, Mar. 74.

How successful are the 3ritish teach-
er's centers? W.P. Eddy, Educ. Lead.,
31:509-11, Mar. 74.

Human relations training, contractinv
& field experiences: an inte3rational
approach to teaching educational founda-
tions; Indiana University at South Bend.
V. Peterson & others, bibl., Peabody J.
Educ., 52:267-72, July 75.

Humanizing the education of teachers.
H. Wass, A.W. McCombs, bibl., Theory
into Practice, 13:123-129, Apr. 74.

Impact of federal funds on inner city
teacher education at the University of
Washington. College of Education Record,
v.4G, n.1, 7-10, Nov. 73.

Inservice education: an outline of activi-
ties for combating sexism in our schools.
Calif. J. of Tchr. Educ., v.2, n.5, 110-
119, Summer 75.

Inservice education: education's disaster
area. Administrator's Notebook, v.21, n.8,
1-4, 1973.

Inservice education in teacher's centers:
a suggested approaCh. J. of. Curriculum
Studies V.5, n.1, 25-31;11:ay 73.

Inservice education: symposium. Today's
-Educ., 63:37-43, Mar. 74.
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Inservice education: the university's
role. Educational Leadership, v.30,
n.5, 431-3, Feb. 73.

Inservice education: unique potential
for professional cooperation. Calif.
J. of Tchr. Educ., v.2, n.5, 25-32,
Summer 75.

Inservice for change in free learning
environment program. Pittsburgh.,
J.S. Delano, il, Educ. Lead., 32:520-23,
May 75.

Inservice training: a confluent educa-
tion model. New Campus, v.26, 31-6,
Spring 73.

Inservice training: for whom? for what?
Calif. J. of Tchr. Educ., v.2, n.5,
48-54, Summer 75.

Involvement of the teacher in the
development of learning materials.
J. Clark, Edqc. Media Int., n.4:
10:12, 75.

Learning strategy for learning centers.
Educ. Lead., v.32, n.6, 388-91, Mar. 75.
EJ 125 023

Levels of involvement: a descriptive
model for teacher education. H.V.

Scott, Educ. Tech., 14:48-52, Mar. 74.

Lifelong learning, the key. P. Moor-
man, Times Educ..._kIpp., 3 145: 12,
Sept. 12, 1975.

Look at inservice training. New Jersey
Educational As-soc. Review, v.47, n.5,
28-9, Jan. 74.

Making of a teaching center. J. of
Educ., v.25, n.1, 13-20, Spring 74

Making of a teacher: guidelines for the
teacher educ. institution and the co-
operating tchr. K.R. Church, Phys.
Educ., 33:26-0, Mar. 76.

Mediation in an alternative teacher
training program. Phi Delta Kappan,
v.54, n.7, 483-5, March 73.
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Method that can make a difference.
J. of Tchr. Educ., v.25, n.2, 163-5,
Summer 74.

Mini-manual on in-service. R.H. Garri-
son, Com. & Jr. Col. J., 45:18-20,
June 75.

Minneapolis: training the teachers.
American Education, v.9, n.5, 24-6,
June lt.

Model for inservice education of teachers.
M. Mohan & R. E. Hull, bibl., ii., Educ.
Tech., 15:41-4, Feb. 75.

Modeling as an important technique in
teacher training. Kappa Delta Pi Record,
v.11, n./, 24-5, Oct. 74.

Moving towards a breakthrough in
teacher education. W.R. Borg, bibl.,
Education, 95:302-323, Summer 75.

Multi-cultural, multi-racial, affective
learning: an in-service approach for
teachers and parents. K.J. Swick and
P.M. Harbour. Read. Improv., 12:225-7
W 75.

Need for inservice. Bureau Memorandum,
v.16, n.4, 10-12, Summer 75.

New approach to teacher education, Tends
in Educ., v.1, 44-8, Feb. 75.

New frontiers in teacher education.
J, of Educ. Res., v.67, n.3, 123-6,
Nov. 73.

New teachers for new schools. Viewpoints,
v.49, n.4, 63-75, July 73.

Now that you have a teacher center,
what are you going to put into it?
C.M. Clark, J. Teach. Educ., 25:46-6,
Spr. 74.

Obligation for reform: the Higher
Education Task Force on Reforms in
Education (HETFIRE) report. J. Teach.

Educ., 25:79, Spring 74.
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Open plan & the teacher. Trends in
Educ., n.34, 19-22, July 74.

Portland's inservice involves all pro-
fessional personnel. V.M. Larbon,
Educ. Lead., 31:502-5, Mar. 74.

Possible trends in continuing education
as they relate to inservice education
for teachers. New Campus, v.26, 25-7,

Spring 73.

Preparation of teachers to educate
minority groups. London Educ. Review,
v.2, n.1, 5-11, Spring 73.

Preparing teachers for parent involve-
ment. Calif. J. of Tcher. Educ., v.2,
.n.4, 53-65, Spring 75.

Preparing teachers to confront sexism
in schools: a competency-based approach.
M. Sadker & D. Sadker, bibl., Clearing
H., 49:57-62, Oct. 75.

Procedure for establishing teacher
education criteria. J. of the Student
Personnel Assn. for Tchr. Educ., v.12,
n.3, 109-113, March 74.

Rationale for clinical supervision.
M.L. Cogan., bibl., J. Res. and Devel.
Educ., 9:3-19, W 76.

Ready, set, teach. K. Wooteh. Fore-
cast Home Econ., 21:F, 146-7t, Sept. 75.

Reform of teacher education. Today's
Education, v.62, n.4, 20-22, 52,
April 73.

Relations between certification &
"inservice" education. Calif. J. of
Tchr. Educ., v.2, n.5, 35-47, Summer 75.

Research relevant to continuing educa-
tion for teachers. New Campus, v.27,
43-6, Spring 74.

Research results for the classroom.
Todav's Educ., N.62, n.3, 44-5,
March 73.
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Revitalizing inservice training for
change.. G. Houmes, Educ. Tech., 14:
33-4, Dec. 74.

Scenario on teacher centers in the
1990's. J. of Tchr. Educ., v.25, n.1,
W-3, Spring 74.

Schools of education and inservice
training of teachers. L. Hodges and
R. Hodges, Educ. Tech., 15:60-1, Mar. 75.

School-university coalitions for
reality-based instruction. Educ. Lead.,
v.32, n.5, 313-16, Feb. 75. EJ 125 010

Selected bibliography of comparative
teef...her education, compiled by W.W.
Brickman, W. Europe Educ., 7:60-76, Fall
75.

Sexist teaching: what you can do. H.T.
Fillmer, Teacher, 91:30-32, Jan. 74.

Simulation and teacher training: is the
unreal better? J. Newhouse, Educ.
Leader, 31:418-20, Feb. 74.

Simultaneous alternative teacher pre-
paration programs. Phi Delta Kappan.

Some prior questions in the reform of
tez.ther education. Interchange, v.4,
nn2-3, 1973.

Something seems to have happened in the
last 26 years. Calif. J. of Tchr. Educ.,
v.2, n.4, 76-81, Spring 75.

State of the states in teacher centering.
J. of Tchr. Educ., v.25, n.1, 21-5,
Spring 74.

Student motivated reform in teacher edu-
cation. Ill. Sch. Research, v.10, n.1,
11-14, Fall 73.

Teacher centers: an international con-
cept. J. of Tchr. Educ., v.25, n.1, 37-9,
Spring 74.

Teacher centers: can they work here? Phi
Delta .Kappan, v.54, n.5, 340-343, Jan. 73%
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Teacher education & classroom organi-
zation. J. of Res. & Devt. in Educ.,
v.7, n.1, 60-5, Fall 73.

Teacher education & teacher behavior:
comment on the state of the research.
Educational Researcher, v.3, n.7, 11-12,
July-Aug., 74.

Teacher education center: Dallas model.
Catalyst for Change, v.3, n.1, 18-21,
Feb. 73.

Teacher education centers for urban
diver.sity. P.F. Flynn, Educ. Lead.,
31:639-41, Apr. 74.

Teacher education fcr open schools, J.
Nias, bibl., El. Sch. J., 76:40-51,
Oct. 75.

Teacher Education for the Future: focus
upon an entire school. R.N. Bush, J.
Teach. Educ., 26:148-9, Summer 75;
(same, condensed, Educ. Digest, 41:44-6,
Nov. 75).

Teacher education improvement study
identifies seven critical areas for
change. D.C. Orlich, Phi Delta Kappan,
55:347, Jan. 74.

Teacher-innovator: models of teaching
as the core of teacher education.
Interchange, v.4, nn.2-3, 47-59, 1973.

Teacher looks at teaching centers &
educational reform. J. of Tchr. Educ.,
v.25, n.1, 31-6, Spring 74.

Teacher preparation for urban schools.
Marquette Univ. Educ. Review, v.4, n.2,
32-7, Fall 73.

Teacher's Centers. Urban Review, v.7,
n.3, 187-196, July 74.

Teachera helping teachers. Learning,
v.2, n.1, 29-30, Sept. 73.

Teacher's views.of inservice education:
a question of confidence. V.E. Reilly
& M. H. Dembo, Phi Delta Kappan, 57:
126, Oct. 75.
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Ten principles underlying a teacher
education program for native people.
Northian, v.9, n.3, 36-8, Spring 73.

Time for change. Teacher, v.92, n.5,

53, Jan. 75.

Tired? Bored? Ready to quit? Give your

teaching a face-lift. E. F. Noon, il,
Instructor, 85:53-8+, Feb. 76.

Toward an improved experience for
teachers. Teacher Educator, v.9,
n.1, 30-5, Autumn 73.

Trainrig approach to in-service teacher

education. M. Beckerman, Sch. & Comm.,

62:12-13, Jan. 76.

Training of teachers for a progressive
educational program. C. H. Judd, il,

El. Sch. J. 75th Anniv. Issue: 78-85,

1975.

Training teachers for one-to-one pupil-
teacher encounters. College Student
Journal, v.9, n.2, 179-190, April 75.

Training of teachers in the U.K.
Training Officer, v.10, n.1, 10-13,

Jan. 74.

Understanding teacher education: a

perspective on evaluation. View-
points, v.50, n.5, 115-120, Sept. 74.

Unfinished work of teacher education.
J. nf Res. & Devt. in Educ., v.7, n.1,

3-10, Fall 73.

Universities & inservice training

for teachers. Trends in Education,

v.33, 13-17, May 74.

Weaknesses in teacher education. Educ.

Forum, v.38, n.1, 31-9, Nov. 73.

What Johnny knows that teacher educa-

tors don't. J. of Res. & Devt. in Educ.,

v. 7, n. 1, 3-10, Fall 73.

What's going on in teacher education -

the vieW from Washington. J. Teach. Educ.,

v.26, n.3, 196-201, F75. EJ 124 992
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What's wrong with teacher training?
interview. P. Olson, Teacher, 92:20+,
May 75.

Where do elementary school leaders learn
about curricula? D. C. Orlich and others.
Phi Delta_Kappan, 57:26-30, Apr. 76.

Who shall keep our children? M. A. Chris-
tenberry, Delta Kappa Gamma Bull., 42:
38-43, Spring 76.

Why not specialists in suburban edu-
cation? J. of Tchr. Educ., v.24, n.4,
285-8,-W 73.

Whys and hows of teacher's centers.
W. Fibkins, bibl., Phi Delta Kappan,
55:567-9, Apr. 74.

Will the promise of competency/
performance-based teacher education be

fulfilled? B. Rosner & P. M. Kay, il,
Phi Delta Kappan, 55:290-295, (same,
condensed: Educ. Digest, 39:2-6,
Apr. 74).
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Change & the teacher: imperatives for

the future. Teacher Educator, v.10,
n.2, 5-9, Winter 75.

Classroom management & student involve-

ment. High Sch. J., v.56, n.6,
276-283, Mar. 73.

Classroom teacher's guide to academic
freedom. .Social Educ., v.39, n.4,
222-5, April 75.

Educator as a community resource.
Contemp. Educ., v.46, n.2, 127-130,

Winter 75.
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Wolfe, il, Instructor,..85:40, Mar. 76.

Individualized-learning continuum.
Planning & Changing, v.3, n.4, 44-51,

Winter 73.
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Innovations: where are we? Educ.
Leadership, v.30, n.7, 673-6, April 73.

New breed of teacher. Contemp. Educ.,
v.44, n.5, 258-261, April 73.

Only experts pre-plan courses. Meth-
emati;,:s Teaching, n.72, 24-5, 75.
EJ 13g 057

Rettalue tedc7hers - points to ponder.
v.14, n.4, 18-19, Dec. 74.

7,11e assistant in a compre-

hii; oo1. .Modern Languages,
n,3, 144-5, Sept. 75.
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Some slalc factors influencing motiva-
tion: implications for educational
settiug events. J. of Educ., v.1565
n.41, 26-37, Nov. 74.

Teachei-advisor role in an open
secondaTy school. NASSP Bull., v.59,
n.390, 37-43, Apr. 75.

Teacher characteristics & successful
teaching. Education, v.95, n.3, 298-
300, Spring 75.

Teacher rule - a problem in open
education. Contemporary Educ.,
v.45, n.4, 303-4, Summer 74.

Teacher role behavior: Day care versus
nursery school. Child. Care Q., v.4, n.2,
93-100;1 Summer 75.

Teacher's dilemma with the open
classroom. Education, v.94, n.2, 185-
9, Nov./Dec, 73.

TEACHING METHODS

Can teaching methods make a difference?
Teacher Educator, v.8, n.3, 31-34,
Spring 73.

Change: the teacher & the curriculum
Education Canada, v. 13, n.2, 14-18,

June 73.
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Early theories of teacher education.
British J. of Educational Studies,
v.22, n.3, 325-9, Oct. 74.

Guiding pupils: the empty option.
Elem. Sch. J., v.74, n.8, 455-60, May 74

How to write lesson plans for the open
classroom. Contemporary Educ., v.45,
n.4, 305-6, Summer 74.

Humanistic & open education: comparison
& contrast. G. E. Hein, bibl., J. Educ.
157:27-38, Aug. 75.

Lecture method: villain or victim.
Peabody J. of Educ., v.50, n.4, 298-301,
July 73.

Matching teacher, student & method.
Today's Educ., v.62, n.6, 31-4, Sept./
Oct. 73.

Non-traditional study: a personal
unorthodoxy. Phi Delta Kappan, v.55,
n.10, 687-9, June 74.

Open space schools are effeccive. S. G,

Sanders & J. P. Wren. Phi Delta Kappan,
56:366, Jan. 75.

Self-Paced Instruction: Hello, Edu-
cation. Engineering Educ., v.66, n.2,
196-200, Nov. 75. EJ 130 183

Some of our best teachers have never
gone to college. Instructor, v.83,
n.1, 79-81, Aug./Sept. 73.

Turnabout: from boredom to interest.
Phi Delta Kappan, v.56, n.9, 630,
May 75.

Tutoring - service within the community
of the school itself. Community
Development J., v.10, n.1, 44-9,
Jan. 75.

What caujes a midd1e school to be
ineffective, Clearing H., v.49, n.1,
23-25, ept. 75. EJ 128 717
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Dec. 75. EJ 130 159

Interdisciplinarity and Team Teach-
ing. Engineering Education, v.66,
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Team Schemes: a tool for planning
and supervising. Clearing H., v.49,
n.1, 40-43, Sept. 75. EJ 128 723
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